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Abstract	

In a constantly changing retail market environment, in which technology is observed as a key to 

strengthening the competitive advantage of the companies, self-service technology is in the center 

of the customer participation, and its resulting benefits are the task of this research to identify 

them. A few researchers have conducted a qualitative approach to understand the relationship 

between customer participation and its outcomes, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.	

The purpose of this research is to gain further understanding of the influence of self-service 

technologies, in particular, the self-scanner technology in the service delivery process from the 

customer perspective. The purpose of our paper is to explore the consequences and benefits of 

customer participation. Therefore, we are specifically looking at the self-scanning technology and 

the self-service checkout in grocery retailing. Furthermore, we discovered how factors such as 

service quality, product quality and price are affected by customer participation and how these 

factors, in turn, are related to two outcomes, such as customer satisfaction and loyalty.	

In respect of the purpose, we were conducting eleven in-depth interviews to answer the research 

questions. The developed interview guideline was constructed with the help of the already existing 

literature. Overall, the goal of the research is to link two different theoretical models and to gain 

a deeper understanding of the academic implications from the customer's point of view, when 

connecting these two models.	

The result of the research demonstrates the benefits of customer participation including the 

influencing factors such as service quality, product quality and price are causing a relationship 

between self-scanning technology and customer satisfaction. We identified that the self-scanning 

technology was causing a higher customer satisfaction. Additionally, we found that the self-

scanning technology is not related to the creation of customer loyalty because receiving the 

student discount with the ICA Banken card was an important factor which made the participants 

loyal to ICA. But the scanner is a feature which is affecting the decision-making process of 

participants to choose ICA Maxi as their store of preference.	
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Food and beverage are essential needs for customers and it requires the customer to deal with the 

fulfillment of those everyday needs. To fulfill these basic needs, customers have to purchase food 

and beverages in food retail stores. Customers choose a grocery store based on their personal 

preference and many factors influence their choices. The most common factors a grocery store 

has to offer are a wide variety of product categories, a variety in between the categories, price, in-

store design, the size of the store, cleanness, service level, innovation of services and products 

(Briesch, Chintagunta & Fox, 2009). 	

The Swedish food retail industry has grown over the last decade (Food Retail Industry Profile: in 

Sweden, 2015). Further, supermarkets accounted for the largest portion of sales in Swedish food 

retail industry in 2014 and it generated 30.8 billion dollars, which is 78 percent of the industry 

(Chamber Trade Sweden, 2013; Food Retail Industry Profile: in Sweden, 2015). According to the 

Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (2015), the consumption expenditure 

on food and non-alcoholic beverages has been increasing over the last ten years (OECD.Stat, 

2015). 	

There are two main trends, which can be detected. The trend is that the product requires to be of 

high quality and that the products should be organic and sustainable for Swedish customers 

(Nilsson, Gärling, Marell & Nordvall, 2015; Food Export, 2015). The second trend is that the self-

service field has grown and food retailers are considering innovative options to deliver better 

service to the customers (Weijters, Rangarajan, Falk & Schillewärt, 2007; Dean, 2008). Therefore, 

grocery chains are employing different kinds of self-service technologies (SST) in their 

supermarkets. “Self-service technologies (SSTs) are technological interfaces that enable 

customers to produce a service independent of direct service employee involvement” (Meuter, 

Ostrom, Roundtree & Bitner, 2000, p.50). Examples of SST in the food retail industry are self-

service checkouts, online shopping, and self-scanning (Dabholkar & Bagozzi, 2002). In our study, 

we will focus on the self-scanning technology and the self-service checkout as a form of SST.	

SST was implemented in ICA Maxi in 2004 to deliver a better service and to speed up the grocery 

process so that customers spend less time in the grocery store since customers have less time to 

fulfill all their needs (Hultén & Vanyushyn, 2011; Norman, 2014). Due to ICA Gruppen’s vision 

“[...] to make every day a little bit easier” (ICA Gruppen, 2015, p. 14), it is necessary for the food 

retailer to keep up with technology and to be steady innovative to fulfill consumers’ needs.  	

Furthermore, ICA Gruppen uses customers as productive resources, who are involved in the 

service delivery process to get useful insights to optimize this process (Weijters et al., 2007).  
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1.2 Research Problem 

With the growing food retail industry, innovation and technologies related to products and 

services are steadily being developed and implemented in food retailers, which is needed in this 

technology based twenty-first century (Nylén & Holmström, 2015). Various supermarket chains 

use the self-scanning technologies like ICA Maxi, Coop and Willys. More and more Swedish 

customers make use of this technology during their grocery shopping process. 	

But the issue is that we do not understand and know what effects the implementation and use of 

this self-service scanning technology have on the customer. Why is the customer using this 

technology and how do they benefit from it? Food retailers need to keep their market share, 

increase sales and stay competitive. Furthermore, we need to understand the unknown 

consequences of the self-scanning technology as a form of higher customer participation and how 

it affects customer satisfaction and customer loyalty towards the food retailer, in this case, ICA 

Maxi. 	

 

1.3 Purpose 

Self-scanning is one way to increase customer participation. The purpose of our paper is to 

explore the consequences and benefits of customer participation. Therefore, we are specifically 

looking at the self-scanning technology and the self-service checkout in grocery retailing. 

Furthermore, we want to discover how factors such as service quality, product quality, and price 

are affected by customer participation and how these factors, in turn, are related to various 

outcomes, such as customer satisfaction and loyalty. The reason for focusing on the subject of 

customer participation is twofold. The first is that the technology of the scanning system is, to a 

large degree, under-researched in the Swedish market. Therefore, we will fill the research and 

theoretical gap. The research which has been conducted focused on food innovation, food, 

customer behavior and in-store marketing. The second reason is that we are interested in the self-

scanning technology and aim to understand how it affects Swedish customers and links to our 

personal interest in grocery shopping. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

Research Question 1 (RQ 1): 

In what way do customers of ICA Maxi perceive the scanner as a service?	

Research Question 2 (RQ 2): 

What benefits accrue from the process of customer participation regarding the self-scanning 

technology and how do customers perceive them?  

Research Question 3 (RQ 3): 

Can the obtained benefits of self-scanning technology lead to customer satisfaction and 

customer loyalty? 

	

1.5 Delimitation of the Study 

We are focusing on ICA Maxi in Jönköping, which brings us the fact that we disregard the other 

ICA supermarkets, but it has the second highest revenues in the ICA Gruppen (ICA Gruppen, 

2015). 	

For the research we have chosen mostly students since they are going to be the backbone of the 

future economy. Therefore, the study will benefit from the conducted target group. Additionally, 

they are in touch with the technology from an early age in their life, which helps us to determine 

our target group for our research, which is the group of Generation Y (Nielsen, 2014). The 

acceptance of technology and its benefits among different types of customers are identified by 

Venkatesh & Davis (2000). That is the reason why we delimit our study at this point on the target 

group Generation Y, or more precisely onto Digital Natives (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).	

In addition, we are looking for the customers with a Swedish personal number i.e. Swedish 

students, since you need to have a Swedish number in order to sign the contract at ICA Banken 

and to go grocery shopping with the self-scanning technology (ICA Gruppen, 2015). Furthermore, 

we focus on those who are actively using the scanning technology at ICA Maxi. This report at hand 

is focusing on the customer perspective and analyses the customer behavior through the use of 

in-depth interviews. The requirements we set for our interviews are in summary Swedish 

students, who are using the self-scanning technology at ICA Maxi in Jönköping.	
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1.6 Key Terms 

Customer Participation “refers to the degree to which the customer is involved in producing 

and delivering the service” (Ngo & O’Cass, 2013, p.1134). 

Customer Satisfaction is reflected by the customers when the service and product perception 

are equal to or higher than the expectations (Fornell, 1992). 

Customer Loyalty refers to the degree to which a customer is returning to the same store and 

same service (Demoulin & Zidda, 2009). 

Generation Y are people who were born between 1980 and 2000 (Eisner, 2005). 

Grocery Store category includes both large and small food stores, which also includes 

supermarkets, where customers can purchase food products in all forms, apparel, pharmacy 

products and electronic products (Glanz & Yaroch, 2004). 

Innovation is here referred to as renewing two common types of products and/ or services 

(Baregheh, Rowley & Sambrook, 2009).	

Self-service Technology (SST) “(…) are technological interfaces that enable customers to 

produce a service independent of direct service employee involvement” (Meuter, Ostrom, 

Roundtree & Bitner, 2000, p.50). 

Self-scanning technology is a device and customers can use it during their shopping trip to 

scan all barcodes of the food products they select from the shelves (Weijters, Rangarajan, Falk & 

Schillewärt, 2007). 

Technology Innovation can be defined as “in technologically related definitions, the primary 

focus is on innovation being a product related to new technology” (Baregheh, Rowley & 

Sambrook, 2009, p.1326).	
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Swedish Food Retail Market 

After the Second World War, Sweden implemented new, innovative products and designed the 

grocery stores formats differently (Beckeman, 2006; Beckeman & Olsson, 2011). The number of 

grocery stores decreased from 39.000 in 1950 to 6.000 in 2004. They built bigger grocery stores 

with more customized assortment, with longer opening hours and atmospheres and developed 

the aim of providing better customer benefits (Nilsson et al., 2015). As mentioned in paragraph 

1.1, the Swedish food retail industry has increased over the last ten years and according to the 

annual report of the Food Retail industry profile (2015) the annual growth rate (CAGR) amounted 

to 1.1 percent.  

The Swedish market in food retail is divided into four broad categories. The 

supermarkets/hypermarkets are the largest category with a market share of 78 percent, followed 

by the independent and specialist retailers, who have a market share of 10,5 percent (Food Retail 

Industry Profile: in Sweden, 2015). The convenience stores have a market share of 10 percent, 

and other retailers have a market share of 1,5 percent (Food Retail Industry Profile: in Sweden, 

2015). Furthermore, supermarkets and hypermarkets are the leading retailers in the competitive 

food sector, since they have the opportunity to be innovative and offer customers a wider range 

of products and services (Anselmsson & Johansson, 2009; Lin, 2015). In addition to that, larger 

supermarkets implement different low-pricing strategies and highly benefit from the economies 

of scale (Woo, Huang, Epperson, & Cude, 2001). It is important for the retailers to make use of 

those benefits to attract the customers and their needs, since customers can choose from a large 

variety of supermarkets and there is solely a limited level of product differentiation. 

Factors like the location of the grocery store, easy to reach, opening hours, atmosphere, freshness, 

a large variety of product categories and assortment in the product categories have a significant 

influence on the customer’s decision process for choosing a grocery store (Nilsson et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, the trend of organic and Fairtrade-labelled products raised Swedish customer’s 

awareness over the last few years, and the tendency of the trend shows that it is going to grow 

even more (Landström, Hursti & Magnusson, 2009; Chamber Trade, 2013). 

 

2.2 The ICA Store 

Top priorities for the food retail store ICA are to help customers to make sustainable and healthy 

decisions; this is another reason, as well as the self-scanning technology, why we decided to focus 

on ICA Maxi (ICA Gruppen, 2015). Customers have, because of their family and working life, less 

time to fulfill their needs.  
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ICA Maxi’s vision is to make the customers life every day a little easier and therefore wants to 

fulfill with the self-scanning technology a customer need to spend less time in the grocery store 

but still purchase every product the customer needs (Hultén & Vanyushyn, 2011).  

“With 1,314 stores and a market share of around 36%, ICA Sweden is the leading grocery retailer 

in the country” (ICA Gruppen, 2015, p.48). The quotation shows one of the major reasons why we 

have chosen the company ICA Sweden. It shows that ICA Gruppen has a position as one of the 

market leaders. ICA Gruppen established in the year 1917 and has its headquarters in Solna, 

Sweden. Regarding the Swedish market, ICA Sweden earned revenues of 104.356 million SEK in 

the year 2014.  

In Graph 1 we can see that ICA Supermarket with 431 stores in Sweden in 2014 and ICA Maxi 

with 79 stores in Sweden in 2014 have the highest revenue of the ICA Sweden group. 

	

Graph 1: Revenues of ICA Sweden stores from 2011 until 2014 in million SEK	by ICA AB (2016)	

 

ICA Maxi is different in comparison to the other ICA grocery stores since the ICA Maxi store is a 

lot larger in size and customers can purchase not only food and beverages, but also electronics, 

pharmacy products, apparel, flowers, games and decorative products. ICA Maxi is also different, 

as mentioned in paragraph 1.1 in 2004, the self-scanning technology implemented in ICA Maxi 

and no other ICA grocery store uses this technology (ICA Gruppen, 2015). 

However, to get access to the self-scanning technology, a Swedish customer must apply for the 

ICA Banken card and register on the ICA website. Customers also have the possibility to get the 

registration for scanning done in the store.  
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Through the online registration and their special ICA bank account, customers’ grocery shopping 

is saved online, and customers can check at any time what they have bought and see what they 

still need.  

Furthermore, customers have the opportunity to download the ICA app on their smartphones, 

where a shopping list can be created, they can see what they have bought and how many bonus 

points they have collected. Through the app, mail and email the customer receives 

advertisements, a bonus for shopping at ICA and special, individualized offers (ICA Gruppen, 

2015). 

 

2.3 Definition of Self-Service Technology (SST) 

Zeithaml et al. (2009) define SST as “[...] technological interfaces that allow customers to 

produce services independent of direct service employee involvement” (p.56). Furthermore, 

Bitner, Brown and Meuter (2000) state that both customers and employees can use SST in order 

to improve service encounter satisfaction. The main aim of implementing SST is to improve the 

service quality out of the customer’s perspective (Curran, Meuter & Surprenant, 2003). SST has 

been successfully implemented in service delivery with the aim of being an aid for front-line 

employees, who interact very often with customers (Curran & Meuter, 2005).	

Technology changes the form of service delivery, and customers have been confronted with a 

rapid introduction of several forms of SST over the last decade, nowadays customers can provide 

their service in much industry sectors (Bitner, Ostrom & Meuter, 2002). Furthermore, through 

the increasing online service demands, which are a form of SST, customers use SSTs every day 

without really noticing that they provide the service since they have access to online services 24 

hours a day (Bitner, Brown & Meuter, 2000). In our research, we focus on SST within the self-

service checkout and the self-scanning technology in the grocery retail.	

 

2.4 Definition of Customer Participation 

“Customers are no longer a passive audience but active co-producers [...]” (Dong, 2015, p.498). 

Customers as active co-producers can be in other words described as customers participating in 

the service delivery process. 

Chen, Chen and Lin (2015) define customer participation as a behavioral construct that measures 

the extent to which customers provide input, give suggestions and become involved in the 

decision-making process during service co-creation and delivery. 

Another definition of customer participation is, "[...] when the service customer does provide 

resources to the organization, the provision of the resources generally results in the customer 

receiving some benefit, such as lower prices, greater convenience or faster service [...]” (Kelley, 
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Donnelly & Skinner, 1990, p.316). The customer as a resource can provide different outcomes for 

a company. Some companies just need customer’s opinion about a product so that they can 

improve it (Dong & Sivakumar, 2015).  

We used and combined the definitions by Ngo & O’Cass (2012), Dong, Sivakumar, Evans and Zou 

(2014), Dong and Sivakumar (2015) and define customer participation as the level to which 

customers are involved in producing and delivering in the service process. 

Companies also require customers’ knowledge and ideas about how to improve a service or 

product for example in the form of comments on social media platforms or ethnography 

platforms.  

An example of this is McDonald’s, who has listened to the customers wishes and improvements, 

which were a more premium burger with a thicker beef patty and fresh, high-quality ingredients 

and as a result McDonald’s created a new burger in 2015 in the UK (The Guardian, 2015). 

Companies do not require customers’ knowledge, but rather a customers’ physical participation 

in the service process as a resource for example when customers use the ATMs or choose the self-

service checkout in retail stores (Baron & Harris, 2008).	

 

2.4.1 Levels of Customer Participation 

Different levels of customer participation demands and includes varying levels of customer 

involvement (Bitner, Faranda, Hubbert & Zeithaml, 1997). The different levels of customer 

participation are implemented by different companies like the retail industry implemented the 

self-service checkout; finance companies included an ATM in their service delivery process, and 

insurance companies added an online shop as a second form of a shop for customers (Chen et al., 

2013). 

At a low level of customer’s involvement, the service provider is primarily delivering the service 

and it requires the customer’s physical presence (Dong et al., 2015). Regarding the involvement 

in ICA Maxi, the physical appearance of the customer in the grocery store indicates the low level 

of participation. In other words that the customer is present in the supermarket. 

A moderate level of involvement of customer participation is for example when a company needs 

an input of more information about what customers think of a product or service, for instance, 

customers write a comment on the company’s Facebook site (Hubert, 1995; Zeithaml et al., 2009). 

In this case, the moderate level on ICA Maxi, customers who follow ICA on Instagram or Facebook 

and comment ICA’s posts and pictures on those social media platforms, would be involved at a 

moderate level of customer participation. 

Bitner, Faranda, Hubbert and Zeithaml (1997) described in their study that at a higher level and 

high-level involvement of participation, customers are required to produce the service outcome, 

for example, self-service technology offerings at ICA Maxi (Dong et al., 2015). 
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2.4.2 Different uses of SST as a Form of Customer Participation 

Since we are focusing on the food retail industry, we described the different possibilities of SST 

as a form of customer participation in the food retail industry. In the food retail industry, 

customers have the option to choose between or use both online and offline self-service 

technologies, which listed in Figure 1 (Bitner et al., 2002; Curran et al., 2003; Curran & Meuter, 

2005; Orel & Kara, 2014).	

	

Figure 1: Online and Offline forms of SST	

	

● Online Platforms	

A steadily increasing SST form of customer participation is online grocery shopping (Chu, Arce-

Urriza, Cebollada-Calvo & Chintagunta, 2010; Ganesh, Reynolds, Luckett & Pomirleanu, 2010). 

Online grocery shopping is a form of customer participation since the customer is highly involved 

in the grocery shopping trip. The customer goes online to the company’s website, selects all their 

items, purchases the groceries and after they paid for the products, collects them at the grocery 

store or has them delivered to their home (Joo, 2007; Ganesh et al., 2010). Furthermore, grocery 

companies provide relevant content like daily offers, recipes, new products and further 

information on their website next to the possibility of online shopping (Walsh & Godfrey, 2000). 

In addition to the online grocery store, most companies have an app.  

On the app customers can see the products, which items are on sale, what they have purchased, 

they can write a shopping list and can comment on products/ services, which is also a form of 

customer participation (Ding, Verma & Iqbal, 2007). 
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● Social Media	

Another common form of customer participation is social media, and Facebook is the most used 

social media platform, since Facebook had around 1.59 billion active monthly users in 2015 

(Facebook, 2016). Companies create a fan page on Facebook and post pictures, news and other 

updates so that customers can comment on the post and discuss it among themselves. 

Furthermore, they may want customers to ask questions or to make improvements in the form of 

posts or comments so that the company can improve the products (Merlo, Eisingerich & Auh, 

2014). A more content based platform of social media is Instagram, where companies upload 

pictures which are connected with this company brand to tell brand stories throughout the day 

and build stronger relationships (Ashley & Tuten, 2015). For example, ICA uses Instagram to post 

new recipes to inspire their customers so that customers buy the products of the recipe at ICA 

(ICA Gruppen, 2016). 

● Ethnographic platforms 	

Ethnography is another form of customer participation (Sawhney, Verona & Prandelli, 2005). It 

is an online platform a company developed, where customers can write and discuss comments 

about the products and services. For example, Starbucks developed the website “My Starbucks 

Idea”, where customers describe their ideas and experiences as an input for new products or 

improvements of the products or the store layout (Merlo et al., 2014). Forsey (2010) explained in 

his study that ethnography is a possibility for companies to engage listening to customers’ 

observations of their perceived experience. Customers express themselves on ethnographic 

platforms as a form of long conversations, and they use visualizations to phrase their advantages 

and disadvantages of their shopping experience (Forsey, 2010; Van Maanen, 2011). 

● Self-service checkout	

Another form of customer participation in the food retail industry is the self-service checkout 

technology. In a grocery store, two forms of self-service technology can be found, namely a self-

service checkout and self-scanning technology (Orel & Kara, 2014). At the self-service checkout, 

customers scan their selected items with a scanner and pay at the machine by themselves (Meuter, 

Ostrom, Roundtree & Bitner, 2000). The self-service checkout is extensively used in 

supermarkets, hypermarkets and bigger home store chains like IKEA with the aim to increase the 

customer experience by having the opportunity that employees work more with customers instead 

of sitting behind the cash desk (Giesen, 2011; Orel & Kara, 2014).  

A study by NCR Corporation showed that US consumers under the age of 45 years prefer the self-

service technology, and they believe that the self-service technology improves their shopping 

experience (Giesen, 2011). A global NCR study in 2014 conducted by the NPD Group (included 

the countries Germany, Australia, France, Japan, Italy, Russia, Spain, UK and the US) 

investigated the effect of the self-service checkout. They discovered that 90 percent of all countries 

identified themselves as users of the self-service checkout (NCR Corporation, 2014).  
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Australia and Italy with 13 percent and 9 percent had the highest percentage of always using the 

self-service checkout regardless of how many times they are shopping (NCR Corporation, 2014). 

● Self-scanning technology	

The last form of SST is the self-scanning technology. Since we focus in our study on ICA Maxi, we 

explain the self-scanning as a form of SST in detail. With self-scanning technology, customers can 

scan the barcodes of the products they have selected in the grocery store with the scanner, and 

they can see on the display of the scanner what they have purchased and how much money they 

have already spent. After scanning the product, customers can pack and sort their selected items 

in their grocery bags.  

At the end of the customer grocery shopping trip, the customer plugs in the scanner at the self-

service checkout and swipes their ICA card or their credit card through the machine. Scanner 

technology as a form of SST is under-researched. Therefore, we decided to explore the benefits of 

the scanner and to fill the gap of the increasing importance of the scanning technology. 

Furthermore, the self-service technology is a high-level involvement form of customer 

participation, since the customer is providing the service by himself.  

But how customer participation is defined, how companies implement SST and how customers 

profit from customer participation will be elucidated in the next paragraph. 

 

2.4.3 Reasons for Implementing Customer Participation for a Company 

Companies have different reasons for implementing a lower or higher level of customer 

participation. The most common factor is to reduce their employee cost by increasing the self-

service technology since through applying the technology, fewer employees as cashiers are needed 

(Merlo et al., 2014). Since fewer employees are required, the company can save personnel costs 

(Cassidy, Baron & Lu, 2015).  

Another advantage for the company is that by introducing customer participation, they gain 

deeper insights from customers on how they can improve their product or service (Merlo et al., 

2014). Companies collect those customer insights by establishing social media platforms like 

Facebook, where customers can comment their experience on the company Facebook page 

(Cassidy, Baron & Lu, 2015).  

Additionally, through ethnographic platforms developed by the company, customers can describe 

how they perceive their experience and how their experience can be improved, which are essential 

insights for a company (Forsey, 2010). Getting more information about the customer and adding 

value to the customer of being involved, are two further advantages of using customer 

participation in the service process for companies (Merlo et al., 2014; Cassidy, Baron & Lu, 2015). 

For example, at ICA Maxi, customers have to register for an ICA Banken card, which is a form of 

a loyalty program, to be able to participate in the form of using the scanner in the service process.  
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The customer’s ICA card saves all their purchases and the information about their spending, so 

that ICA has all the information about their customers. By having all this information about their 

customers, ICA is able to create additional value for the customer in form of giving the customer 

personalized offers each month. 

Another main reason why companies introduce customer participation is to improve the service 

quality. Through the self-service technology, customers are delivering the service, and customers 

are more satisfied with their own service (Meuter et al., 2000). If something failed, customers are 

more likely to blame themselves and will not complain (Weijters et al., 2007; Ngo & O’Cass, 2012; 

Dong, 2015).  

Companies want to increase the service quality through higher customer participation, since if 

customers are highly satisfied with the service, they will become loyal to the company and will 

return more often (Fornell, 1992). 

 

2.4.4 The Model of Strategies for enhancing Customer Participation 

A lot of research has been done on different levels of customer participation and its benefits and 

effects for the company, but in order to understand how customer participation can be 

implemented as an effective strategy, we described the model strategies for enhancing customer 

participation by Zeithaml et al. (2009). Figure 2 shows the three variables, which are integral to 

customer participation. 

They are defined as: define customers’ roles, recruit, educate and reward customers and manage 

the customer mix (Zeithaml et al., 2009). A company needs to consider those variables for 

involving customers effectively in the service and co-creation process and to succeed in achieving 

companies’ goals like increasing productivity, service quality and customer satisfaction (Zeithaml 

et al., 2009). 
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Figure 2: Strategies for Enhancing Customer Participation by Zeithaml, Bitner, & Gremler, (2009) 

 

Define Customers’ Roles	

The first variable is to identify the current level of customer participation and after this the 

company needs to define what form and level of participation they want to implement (Bitner, 

Faranda, Hubbert & Zeithaml, 1997). Furthermore, a company needs to identify how the customer 

wishes to participate since customer participation includes different levels of involvement as 

explained in paragraph 2.4.1. In another word, a company needs to determine specific tasks and 

jobs of a customer (Zeithaml et al., 2009).  

If customers do not understand their defined roles, they can perform their roles wrongly which 

then can lead to dissatisfaction since they could not accomplish their task (Zeithaml et al., 2009).  

For example, ICA Maxi defined using the self-service technologies like the scanner and the self-

service checkout as one job for customers to execute in the service process. If ICA Maxi had not 

clarified those two roles, their customers would not know how to perform the task in a right way. 

This behavior would lead to the fact that customers would not prefer to use the technology 

anymore or even worse, are dissatisfied and therefore decide not go to ICA Maxi anymore. 

 

Recruit, Educate & Reward Customers	

Recruit, educate and reward customers is the second variable identified by Zeithaml et al. (2009), 

which a company should consider as a second step after the customer’s role is clearly identified 

and defined. 
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• Recruiting	

Since customers become a partial employee through participation in the service process, it is 

important for a company to find the right ‘partial employees’ to know that those customers 

understand their role (Bitner et al., 1997).  

On the one hand, defining and communicating the roles to the customers is the first important 

factor for involving customers. But on the contrary, recruiting the right customers to execute the 

company’s roles is essential so that the company is aware of that their customers can perform as 

expected (Dong et al., 2008). To prevent the unpredictable factors, organizations must explain 

and communicate the customer participation role on their website, through flyers in the store or 

other advertising channels (Bitner, 1995; Bitner et al., 1997).  

Referring to the recruiting variable to ICA Maxi stores, they promote the self-service technology 

roles on their website, social media, and in-store. Their communication tells the customer first to 

register for the ICA Banken or ICA card and after successfully signing up, the customer can 

execute their role by using SST. Because ICA Maxi provides the personal service and the SST as 

two options to the customer, they are recruiting the right ‘partial employees’. ICA Maxi is 

recruiting the suitable ‘partial employees’ since the customers who think they can perform the 

task and do a better job with executing their task, choose SST and those customers who think they 

cannot perform, will choose the personal service. 

● Educating	

After recruiting the right customers, those customers need to be educated or socialized in order 

to perform their roles efficiently. Customers gain knowledge about the company's’ values and how 

to interact with employees or other customers during the socialization process through 

orientation programs, written literature like flyers provided for the customers and online 

resources (Zeithaml et al., 2009).   

The education process at ICA Maxi involves that ICA provides information about how to use the 

scanner on their website, on their Facebook page and their employees help to educate the 

customers if they have problems. 

• Rewarding	

By educating and providing the customer with all the information about how to participate and 

how to perform their roles, companies make sure that customers gain that knowledge. But to 

make sure that customers are performing their roles, companies need to reward customers for 

their participation (Dong et al., 2008).  

Furthermore, customers get rewarded for their performance to avoid unpredictable quality and 

time of accomplishment of customer participation (Dong et al., 2008). Organizations deliver the 

rewards to the customer in “[...] form of increased control over the delivery process, time saving, 

monetary savings, and psychological of physical benefits” (Zeithaml et al., 2009, p. 407). 
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At ICA Maxi, customers get rewards in the form of special offers for people who are using the 

scanner. Furthermore, customers who are participating in the bonus program with their ICA 

Banken card or their ICA card receive monthly personalized offers as a reward for participating. 

	

Manage the customer mix	

The last variable of the model is to manage the customer mix, which states that customers interact 

with each other during service delivery and consumption, and therefore it is important to handle 

the customers who simultaneously experience the service (Zeithaml et al., 2009). To manage 

heterogeneous customer groups at the same time can be difficult, but is important to enhance 

customer satisfaction, so it is essential that a company can manage the customer mix at any time 

(Wu, 2007). For example, at ICA Maxi, different kinds of customers go grocery shopping every 

day, but customers have the choice of using the self-service technology or choosing the personal 

service. They gave the option to customers since older people do not like to use self-service 

technologies (Dabholkar, Bobbitt & Lee, 2003), but the younger customers enjoy using them 

(Dean, 2008; Orel & Kara, 2014). ICA Maxi manages the customer mix by providing both services 

to keep their customers satisfied. 

 

2.5 Benefits of SST as a Form of Customer Participation for Customers 

The following three parts suggest benefits occurring from the customer participation of SST. The 

developed model is another reason, why we implement service quality, product quality and price 

as a result of customer participation. 

 

2.5.1 Service Quality 

The study by NCR Corporation (2014) states that customers in Italy and Russia who have been 

using SST responded the most positive about their experiences with self-service technologies. 

Participants of the study respond to the statement “retailers who offer self-checkout provide 

better customer service” to 85 percent of the Russian customers and to 78 percent of the Italian 

customers answered with “strongly agree” or “agree” (NCR Corporation, 2014, p. 6). 

Two percent of customers from both countries disagreed that SST links to providing better service 

(NCR Corporation, 2014). The technology has found a high rate of acceptance among the 

customers even the technology recently introduced in those countries.  

Intrinsic rewards like enjoyment, ease of use and access at any time are also important beneficial 

factors for customers from customer participation (Meuter, Bitner, Ostrom & Brown, 2005).  
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When customers decide to choose self-service technology instead of interpersonal service, they 

have the feeling of self-accomplishment, enjoyment and enhanced self-efficacy as a result of the 

self-serving process (Dabholkar & Bagozzi, 2002). If this feeling is highly distinct, customers will 

make use of the self-service process more often (Meuter et al., 2005). 

Avoiding contact with service employees is another reason why customers decide to choose the 

self-service process over the interpersonal service, because customers think that they can deliver 

a more efficient service than firm employees (Meuter et al., 2000).  

Ease of use of self-service technologies and access at any time means that customers can shop 

online 24 hours and are two further beneficial factors for customers to prefer a high customer 

participation (Meuter et al., 2000; Dabholkar & Bagozzi, 2002). 

Customers benefit from the use of SST when the technology saves customer’s time as Bitner et al. 

(2002) found in their study. Furthermore, a study by Dabholkar, Bobbitt and Lee (2003) explored 

the effects of self-service checkout in Sweden and discovered that the values of the technology 

have been positively perceived and showed clearly that self-service checkout was viewed as a quick 

option for consumers who tried it. The time factor was also supported by their study of using the 

scanning technology for customers since they do want to spend less time in the grocery store 

(Dabholkar et al., 2003). Additionally, Dabholkar et al. (2003) found in their study that customers 

who use the self-service checkout mentioned that convenience is a factor why they use the 

technology and prefer it. 

 

2.5.2 Product Quality 

Bitner et al. (2002) suggest that some customers are amazed by how the technology worked and 

impressed what kind of service technology can provide them. Furthermore, customers have more 

information during their grocery shopping trip, since the scanner display customers have 

information about what products they selected, how much they spent in total and how much the 

product cost, which is very helpful and necessary for customers (Ariely, 2000).  

Through gaining access to more information, customers have even more control over their grocery 

shopping trip, and it increases the customer participation in the grocery store (Dabholkar et al., 

2003). For example, customers at ICA Maxi can see the scanned items on the screen of the 

scanner, and therefore, they may gain more control over the money they spend during the 

shopping process. The scanned items are shown with the price and their discount, which may lead 

to an awareness of the discounts during the grocery shopping process.	
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2.5.3 Price 

Dong, Evans and Zou (2008) found that the extrinsic reward like saving money and special offers 

are an important beneficial factor for customer participation and also from self-scanning 

technology. In most cases, companies reduce prices when they send the personalized offers to 

their customers, so saving money is another benefit for customers (Bitner et al., 2002; Dong et 

al., 2008; Grewal, Roggeveen, Compeau & Levy, 2012).  

Ganesh, Reynolds, Luckett and Pomirleanu (2010) researched online-shopper motivation and 

found that customers look for the availability of special deals and the lowest prices.  

Customers feel special when they receive personalized deals and saving money with it is an even 

bigger benefit for them (Grewal et al., 2012). 

ICA is offering student discounts as well as special offers for those customers who use the 

scanning technology. Furthermore, the company is offering personalized offers for the customers 

which are evaluated from the customers’ previous grocery purchases. 

 

2.6 Possible Behavioral Effects 

This part presents an overview of the literature based on customer satisfaction and customer 

loyalty. The intentions are to find a suitable definition for our research for the two elementary key 

terms customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. 

 

2.6.1 Definitions of Customer Satisfaction 

A variety of studies that have been investigating the field of customer satisfaction, identified the 

antecedents of customer satisfaction based on the expectation-disconfirmation model (Hallowell, 

1996). The model describes the relation of the cognitive process such as confirmation or 

disconfirmation and that the raising expectations of consumers about perceived product/service 

performance influence the magnitude of disconfirmation. Therefore, the growing expectation of 

the product performance to the next purchase affects the perceived product performance.  

The definition of satisfaction by Ajzen and Fishbein in 1980 is that past consumption experience 

can affect customer satisfaction regarding beliefs and the evaluation of the product attributes, 

performance, and social norms.  A negative performance of the product or service leads to 

disconfirmation and low customer satisfaction (Yi, 1990; Hallowell, 1996). A positive experience 

with a service or product indicates a reason for using or buying the product again. Furthermore, 

the positive experience leads to a state of satisfaction, which can result in a recommendation to 

others. This state is one of the strongest forms of satisfaction and indicates a form of loyalty.  
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Customer satisfaction is a result of performance in a past purchase and the actual consumption 

experience regarding the expected reward from the product and service regarding its anticipated 

potential of satisfaction towards the customer’s motives (Loudon & Della Bitta, 1993).  

Oliver (2010) defined the state of customer satisfaction as the customer’s fulfillment response.  

“It is a judgment that a product or service feature, or the product or service itself, provides a 

pleasurable level of consumption-related fulfillment” (Oliver, 2010, p. 8). Zeithaml and Bitner 

(2003) reformulated Oliver´s (1997) definition of satisfaction to: customer satisfaction evolves 

when the customer’s evaluation of product or service has fulfilled the requirements of customer 

need and customer’s expectation. 

The terms of expectations, needs and perceived performance are occurring and are close related 

to the term of customer satisfaction in the literature (Kim, Leong & Lee, 2005). In the knowledge 

of the different models and definition of customer satisfaction, we decided to define customer 

satisfaction as an outcome of the influencing factors.  

The perceived benefits for the customer regarding the process of using the self-service technology 

may lead to the outcome of customer satisfaction (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2003; Oliver, 2010). 

The perception of a service and its level of involvement are also influencing factors for the 

expected performance and the actual performance of a service (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2003). 

“[...] Satisfaction is the customer’s evaluation of a product or service in terms of whether that 

product or service has met the customer’s need and expectations” (Zeithaml et al., 2009, p. 104). 

Customer satisfaction can appear if a customer is pleased with using a service such as SST at ICA 

Maxi and the outcome of fulfilling their need. Those needs could be to finish the grocery shopping 

process more efficient and convenient.  

Furthermore, the implementation of their participation could lead to a higher level of expectation 

in the future. Therefore, the positive outcome will result in greater satisfaction and it may lead to 

customer loyalty. 

 

2.6.2 Relation between Customer Satisfaction and SST  

Bitner et al. (2002) found that Cisco was able to accomplish two of its main aims, namely 

customer satisfaction and cost reduction by implementing a self-service IT portal, where Cisco’s 

customers could develop a web-based portal to provide easy access to IT resources. 

Meuter et al. (2000) found that SST raises customer satisfaction if customers decide that the 

technology is available, useful, ease of use and convenient. The factors usefulness and ease of use 

were the main factors why customers are choosing ATMs, which are a form of SST, over personal 

service (Curran & Meuter, 2005).  
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Furthermore, customers like SST when it gets them out of stressful situations for example, like a 

single mother with a sleeping child in the car needs money, and the drive-up ATM as SST form 

helps her to accomplish the process easier and faster without leaving the child (Zeithaml, Bitner 

& Gremler, 2009).  

SST increases customer satisfaction when customers think that the SST was better than the 

interpersonal service and customers could save money, time and psychological cost, which was 

investigated in the banking industry (Curran, Meuter & Surprenant, 2003). 

Another important factor which influences customer satisfaction is customers’ readiness of using 

SSTs, which means that the customers think they are capable of handling the technology. Studies 

by Dean (2008) and Orel and Kara (2014) showed that older people were dissatisfied with the 

SST as a service since they had difficulties in scanning all the barcodes of their items at the self-

service checkout as a SST form in the grocery store and preferred the personal service.  

Younger people were more ready to use SST and enjoy it since they were also confident with the 

Internet and technology use (Meuter et al., 2005; Dean, 2008; Orel & Kara, 2014).  

Giesen (2011) found that users prefer the SST over personal service and are more likely to be 

satisfied under the age 45. Additionally, Orel and Kara (2014) found a positive, significant 

relationship between self-checkout service quality and customer satisfaction.  

But Meuter et al. (2000) found in their study factors associated with the Internet and phone based 

SST forms, which led to customers’ dissatisfaction. Customer dissatisfaction came about, when 

SST failed, for example, the ATM broke down (Meuter et al., 2000).  

Disconfirmation towards SST among customers can develop, if the customer is afraid of using it 

or if the customer uses the SST, but fails because of the lack of information or instructions towards 

the product or service (Meuter et al., 2000).  

 

2.6.3 Definitions of Customer Loyalty 

The relevant literature that defines customer loyalty is extensive. Customer loyalty indicates an 

intended behavior related to the service or the company (Cronin, Brady & Hult, 2000). This 

combines the likelihood of future recurrence of service contracts, how likely it is that the customer 

changes support of a cause, how likely the customer is to contribute a positive word-of-mouth, or 

the likelihood of customers providing recommendations (Wirtz & Chew, 2002). 

Yi’s critical review of customer satisfaction (1990) concludes “many studies found that customer 

satisfaction influences purchase intentions as well as post-purchase attitude” (p. 104) and 

discusses the relation between customer satisfaction on customer loyalty.  

A tri-dimensional approach of brand loyalty is another way of defining loyalty. The approach is 

divided into three different parts, but they are interacting with each other. 
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1. Attitudinal loyalty is focusing on the psychological commitment to a product or service. The 

commitment theory is useful to understand the conceptualization of the two components of 

attitude. The cognitive commitment to a product or service aims to the decision to stay with a 

product or service based on the consequences such as switching costs and the evaluation of 

the products attributes. The beliefs of a product are attached to the cognitive commitment 

(Oliver, 1999; Worthington, Russell-Bennett & Härtel, 2010). 

2. Cognitive loyalty is defined by Oliver (1999) as loyalty based on product information such as 

price and features. Therefore, the psychological preferences of individuals towards a product 

consist of positive beliefs and ideas about the next purchase. “Psychological preference for a 

brand composed of positive beliefs and thoughts about buying a brand on the next purchase 

occasion” (Worthington et al, 2010, p.245). 

3. Emotional loyalty is defined as the degree of positive feelings aroused by repurchasing a 

product or using a service. Affective commitment correlates to the positive feelings evoked by 

buying a product and the sense of emotional connection to a product (Härtel & Russell-

Bennett, 2010). 

Behavioral loyalty is the consumer's tendency to repeat the purchase of the same product, 

revealed through behavior that will be explorative measured in our study. “Customer loyalty is 

viewed as the strength of the relationship between an individual's relative attitude and repeat 

patronage. [...] Cognitive, affective, and conative antecedents of relative attitude are identified 

as contributing to loyalty, along with motivational, perceptual, and behavioral consequences. 

Implications for research and the management of loyalty are derived” (Dick & Basu, 1994, p.99). 

Zeithaml et al. (2009) definition is very suitable for this research and our methodology because it 

indicates the link between the definition of satisfaction and loyalty. 

“[...] increasing levels of customer satisfaction can be linked to customer loyalty and profits” 

(Zeithaml et al., 2009, p. 109). Additionally, we are using their model “Customer perception of 

service quality and customer satisfaction” as a foundation for our developed model. 

 

2.7 The Model of the Influencer Customer Participation in the Service 

Process on Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty  

We choose the model “Strategies for enhancing customer participation” (Zeithaml et al. 2009) 

to get a better understanding how customer participation can influence the service delivery 

process. Additionally, how the factors such as defining customer’s role, educate and reward 

customers, can affect the service delivery process.  

Meuter et al. (2000), Meuter et al. (2005), Dean (2008) and Orel and Kara (2014) found in related 

customer participation studies that customer satisfaction is one of the outcomes of customer 

participation.  
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We choose the model “customer perception of quality and customer satisfaction” additionally. It 

is building the foundation to understand which factors play a major role in achieving customer 

satisfaction and which variables influence customer satisfaction. We developed from those two 

models an adapted model, which can be seen in Figure 3. Due to demand of our research, we were 

in the need of developing this model to add to the theoretical literature. The combination of 

models helped us to understand the process of the customer participation and the outcomes of 

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.	

	

Figure 3: The influencer customer participation in the service process on customer satisfaction and 
loyalty	adapted model from Zeithaml et al. (2009)	

Customer participation is the primary variable that influences overall customer satisfaction of an 

experience, which is in our case using the self-service checkout and self-scanning technology in 

the grocery shopping at ICA Maxi. Furthermore, we are exploring the effect of customer 

participation on service quality, product quality, and the price.  

The first variable, service quality, stands in our model in relation to customer participation, since 

previous research found, that customer participation is influencing service quality, and service 

quality is affecting customer satisfaction (Orel & Kara, 2014).  

In this study, we defined service quality as the comparison of expectations a customer has about 

the service and how the customer perceived the service that has been performed (Caruana, Money 

& Berthon, 2000). The service includes the interaction with the employees and the number of 

employees, the service landscape and atmosphere and the physical surroundings (Bitner, 1992; 

Moore, Moore & Capella, 2005). 

Product quality is referring in this research to the self-service technologies and how customers 

perceive the experience of using the SSTs as a product. Having an ICA Banken or ICA card was a 

requirement for using SST at ICA Maxi.   
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Customers can collect bonus points on their card with each purchase of groceries and get special, 

individualized offers each month. Therefore, the variable price is referring in our research to 

product prices and offers in the grocery store.  

The situational factors define the influence of family members, friends or coworkers. The personal 

factor contains the customer evaluation, customer’s attitude towards shopping, the perception of 

the grocery store and the perception of equity and fairness, which are the same definitions as in 

the model customer perception of service quality and customer satisfaction (Zeithaml et al., 

2009).	 	
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3. Methodology  

In this chapter, we first present the research philosophy and then how we formulate our research 

problem. Later, we discuss our research approach and the research strategy including a 

qualitative research choice. Afterwards, the data collection and the data analysis are presented 

and finally, we discuss the research objectivity, credibility, and trustworthiness.	

 

3.1 Research Philosophy   

The research philosophy explains how the data about a phenomenon should be collected, 

analyzed and used (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). It is about the development of the 

knowledge and states assumptions on the way how we see the world of our research (Bahari, 

2012). Furthermore, the research philosophy is explored through the concept of a research 

paradigm (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner, 2007). Saunders et al. 2009 explained that “[...] a 

paradigm is a way of examining social phenomena from which particular understandings of 

these phenomena can be gained and explanations attempted” (p.118). Ontology, epistemology, 

and axiology are the three major forms of a paradigm, which can be found in the research 

philosophy (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner, 2007).  

Epistemology: a researcher is concerned about what knowledge is considered as acceptable in a 

discipline and through the method, certain knowledge will be acquired in a certain discipline 

(Saunders et al., 2009; Mertens, 2014). There are three epistemological assumptions: positivism, 

realism, and interpretivism (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; Saunders et al., 2009; Bahari, 2012).  

We chose the paradigm epistemology with an interpretivism position since we wanted to explore 

the unique features of humans in the daily curiosity and developing interest. The ability and 

steady rise of gaining information about ourselves and other things were a never ending story 

(Nair, 2009). Furthermore, every human is processing the gained information in different ways, 

since every human is playing a different role as a social actor (Saunders et al., 2009). We were 

exploring the cause of customer participation in a grocery store among customers in terms of 

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, which was another reason for supporting the 

epistemological interpretivism philosophy (Tuli, 2011). The choice of an interpretivism 

assumption suited our research, since we explored the why and how of consumer behavior in view 

of choosing to use the SST in the grocery store.	
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3.2 Research Problem Formulation 

According to Dhawan (2010), clearly defining a research problem is a necessary and an essential 

part of a research study. For our research, we chose the most basic approach, which was to 

formulate a research problem, which guided and defined the research study (Richtie & Lewis, 

2003; Dhawan, 2010). We have been studying the subject regarding relevant literature, 

development of an understanding of the nature of our problem and through a diversity of 

discussions (Dhawan, 2010). After all that we have been able to formulate our research problem.  

The research questions played an influential role for our logical reasoning and to deduct the 

theoretical framework. It helped us to understand and discover the ideas and insights of our 

collected data from the practical study (Saunders et al., 2009). Different angles and perspectives 

helped us to formulate our research questions because an appropriate study provided the 

opportunity as well as the flexibility to accept different aspects of the research problem (Saunders, 

2009; Dhawan, 2010). Despite, it reduced the drawbacks of one another and provided a greater 

picture of the phenomenon (Saunders et al., 2009; Dhawan, 2010). 

Therefore, the following two contexts of the research design were applied in this paper, as they 

provided us with an opportunity for considering different aspects of the problem (Richtie & Lewis, 

2003; Dhawan, 2010). 

i. The reviewed literature helped us to understand and differentiate terms and definitions. 

Therefore, it helped us for developing the foundation for concisely and clearly formulating our 

research questions. The refined model was the basis for our research to explore consumers’ 

behavior to SST. 

ii. The pre-evaluation of “insights” - We have conducted short interviews before formulating our 

research problem and research questions to obtain various information from the customers of 

ICA Maxi to confirm the purpose, problem and research question of our study (Richtie & Lewis, 

2003; Dhawan, 2010).	

 

3.3 Research Approach 

Exploratory research helped to induce or to understand the theoretical part that provided reliable 

predictions and assumptions for the further research. We agreed that the exploratory approach 

was an effective and efficient technique to explore answers to the research questions. 

Consequently, a combined study of theoretical and exploratory research played an important role 

in this research (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Therefore, by identifying new theoretical knowledge and 

by proving them in the exploratory study, we were able to understand and explore the 

interrelationships between the variables in our adapted model.  
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We were able to generate answers to the question, which required a longer answer: such as ‘why?’, 

‘how?’ and ‘what?’ questions. Those questions cannot be asked with a quantitative strategy, but 

studies showed that it lowers the respondents’ rate (Malhotra, Hall, Shaw, & Oppenheim, 2004; 

Saunders et al., 2009). This work has clarified and focused on filling the gap in the current 

literature which supported an exploratory research. 

The main research approaches are inductive, abductive and deductive (Barney & Hesterly, 2008). 

A deductive approach is being used when researchers developed a theory and hypotheses and 

based on this they design a strategy to test the hypotheses (Saunders et al., 2009).  

The deductive approach is chosen by researchers if they want to investigate their research 

problem with a quantitative method (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). In comparison to the deductive 

research approach, an inductive approach is conducted when researchers first collect and explore 

their data and as a second step develop theories from their collected data (Saunders et al., 2009). 

The third research approach is the abductive approach, and it is used in exploratory data analysis 

and searches for a pattern in a phenomenon by exploring a set of or relying on explanations from 

the collected data (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Timmermans & Tavory, 2012) 

Our research was not carried out by a deductive or inductive approach, since an abductive 

approach attached to our research philosophy the induction to interpretivism (Saunders et al., 

2009; Timmermans & Tavory, 2012). We identified that an abductive approach focuses on 

observation to the generalization of theory and a phenomenon (Barney & Hesterly, 2008). An 

abductive approach is made when first the theory is developed and then the data is collected, 

followed by forming the collected data into theoretical generalizations (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 

2004; Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). We found that an abductive approach was appropriate in our study 

because we first developed our theoretical model and then collected the data. Furthermore, there 

was the need for a diversity of insight information and we were exploring the cause-effect link 

between the consequences of customers deciding to use the SST. We chose an abductive approach 

to gain the knowledge of why and how customers perceived being involved in the service process 

by using SST in order to get a better understanding of the nature of our research problem and to 

figure out if in our collected data a pattern of the phenomenon can be found.	

 

3.4 Research Strategy and Research Choice 

A quantitative approach and a qualitative approach are the common ways to collect data. This 

research carried out the qualitative approach because we looked for reasons of why and how 

customer’s participation affects customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. A qualitative 

approach was leading to the high variety of answers and deep insights. The qualitative approach 

was conducted to understand the participation process out of the customer perspective.  
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Moreover, a qualitative approach was chosen because of the nature of the variables, which were 

non-quantitative terms such as customer loyalty, customer relationship, customer satisfaction 

and customer participation. Also, the approach helped us to obtain more insights of information 

that could not be acquired by a quantitative survey (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). 

There are many types of methods of the qualitative approach, including group interviews, in-

depth interviews, and projective techniques, etc. However, in this research, an in-depth interview 

method was conducted, since it was one of the most efficient qualitative data collection methods 

(Qu & Dumay, 2011). It allowed us to obtain and discover insights and an understanding of an 

individual’s opinion, memories, feelings and interpretations that other forms of research cannot 

observe and discover (Gilmore & McMullan, 2009).  

We agreed to use a single data collection technique and corresponding analysis procedures 

(Malhotra, Hall, Shaw, & Oppenheim, 2004). Our choice to use a mono method contained a single 

qualitative data collection technique such as in-depth interviews (Saunders et al., 2009).  

There were different reasons, why we did not choose multiple methods. Due to the limited 

timeframe, we were not able to conduct an additionally quantitative or qualitative method. 

Another reason for choosing the mono method was that the in-depth interviews were very time-

consuming and due to that fact we preferred to have a higher sample size than another method 

(Saunders et al., 2009). Furthermore, to get deep insights and customers’ opinions about SST was 

essential for solving our research problem. Therefore, we chose the mono method (Saunders et 

al., 2009). 

 

3.5 Time Horizons 

While planning our research the question of “do we want to be our research a snapshot of a 

particular time or have a representation of events over a given period?”, occurred. A snapshot 

is a cross-sectional approach (Saunders et al., 2009), whereas a diary perspective is called 

longitudinal, because the research is conducted during a longer period (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). 

We had various reasons for choosing the cross-sectional time horizon. First of all, the 

interrelations between research method, research strategy and time horizons were limiting us in 

our choice, since the problem and purpose are exploring customer behavior towards SST.  

Therefore, a longitudinal time horizon was not appropriate, because we were able to achieve the 

same results from the cross-sectional time horizon because our participants had been using SST 

at ICA Maxi over a longer period and quite often. So a longitudinal time horizon would not have 

delivered us new insights. Furthermore, cross-sectional was used to explore a particular 

phenomenon (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003).	
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3.6 Data Collection 

Different data collection included primary data collection as well as secondary data collection, 

and it was essential for the findings of the research to ensure that the data collection was accurate 

and defined (Saunders et al., 2009). 

 

3.6.1 Secondary Data 

Secondary data can be defined as data that already exists and was collected by others, which was 

not related to a specific research subject at hand (Sorensen, Sabroe & Olsen, 1996; Cownton, 

1998). Secondary data includes academic journals and books, the press, publicly available 

information about companies, company reports and published data from the government 

(Cownton, 1998; Saunders et al., 2009).  

The secondary data in this research concentrated on scientific articles from academic journals 

published between 1980 and 2016, company reports and academic books published in the years 

between 1980 and 2016.  

The research for secondary data was based on the following key terms: Marketing, business, 

Sweden, marketing research as well as technology-linked search criteria, for example, Self-service 

technologies, Customer Participation, Customer Satisfaction, Customer Loyalty, Service quality, 

ICA Maxi, Retail as well as grocery stores.  

We used the databases Google-Scholar, Business Source Premier, ScienceDirect, the university 

library and Scopus to find academic articles with the search criteria to get a better knowledge of 

the subjects. Most academic articles were published in the following journals: Journal of 

Marketing Management, Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Marketing Research, 

Journal of Services Marketing, Journal of Business Ethics, Journal of Service Research, Journal 

of Service Management, Journal of Marketing, Journal of Retailing, Journal of Consumer 

Marketing, Journal of Retailing & Consumer Services as well as Journal of Business Research. 

	

3.6.2 Primary Data 

In our research, the primary data was collected through semi-structured in-depth interviews. An 

in-depth interview is a non-standardized form of interviews, where the interviewed person can 

speak freely, and this form is used to gain information about the interviewed participant’s 

behavior, beliefs, and opinions on a related topic area (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). We chose semi-

structured interviews since the interviews were structured as our developed theoretical model, 

but additional questions or subjects came up during the interview since we were analyzing the 

customer’s perception and behavior.  
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Additional topics occurred in each interview because a prepared set of questions which we did not 

ask in the same order in every interview, since every interview has a unique flow in the 

conversation (Saunders et al., 2009).  

The unique flow was a further reason why our in-depth interviews were semi-structured. 

Additionally, semi-structured interviews gave the moderator the opportunity to probe answers, 

where we needed more explanations, and it supported to build on the participants’ responses. 

Semi-structured interviews are commonly used when researchers adopt an interpretivist 

epistemology, where a deep understanding of the participants’ ascribed phenomena is necessary 

(Saunders et al., 2009). 

Since this corresponded with our research philosophy, it supported our decision to choose semi-

structured in-depth interviews. We were aware that a semi-structured interview guideline with 

open questions helps to lead discussions between the moderator and the participant. The 

intention of having a discussion was to create a comfortable situation and helped us to provide 

the richness of the insights (Saunders et al., 2009). The in-depth interviews were face-to-face 

interviews, since only Swedish and international students who live in Jönköping, Sweden, were 

interviewed. 

● Types of questions 

The semi-structured guideline of the in-depth interviews contained six stages (Ritchie, Lewis, 

Nicholls & Ormston, 2013).  

Stage one occurred, when the participant entered the room. It was important to welcome the guest 

in a friendly manner and to start a small talk, so that the participant felt relaxed, since we met 

most of our participants for the first time (Ritchie et al., 2013). 

After the participant had settled in, the second stage with the introduction started, where we 

firstly thanked the guest for coming, informed the guest about the general topic and that they 

should not be afraid if they did not understand a question. With stage three the interview began, 

and we used opening questions to get to know the demographic information about the participant 

and tried to make sure that the participant felt comfortable and confident to start talking (Ritchie 

& Lewis, 2003). At stage four we were guiding the participant through the key terms, but the 

participant was talking more. We used a lot of clear and follow-up questions as a probing 

technique in order to link it to previous questions and to get more information from the 

participant (Ritchie et al., 2013). During the end of the in-depth interview, we asked the 

participant for recommendations for the company and thanked them again for participating and 

for their help, which included stage five and six (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Furthermore, we 

informed them how we would involve their information in our research and that they would stay 

anonymous.  
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We used this six-stage-method so that the participant felt as comfortable as possible, so that they 

disclosed as much information as we needed and that we probed answers without having the 

impression that the participant felt uncomfortable. Additionally, the different stages supported 

our decision of choosing a semi-structured interview, since the flow, order and topics of every 

interview were different, but the overall guideline of each interview was similar.	

	

3.6.3 Population & Sampling  

The reason for picking Generation Y was because we would like to reach out to the technology 

affine generation because researcher explored that the Generation Y grew up with the usage of 

technology and therefore they were able to identify technology trends (Nielsen, 2014).  They either 

accept or deny upcoming technology trends which were valuable for our research to understand 

the grocery shopping behavior of the Generation Y. Our population defined as Swedish and 

international students with a Swedish personal number which was a requirement to have the 

access to the self-scanning system at ICA Maxi. Furthermore, it was impossible to relate objectives 

that we required making statistical inferences about the characteristics of the population. 

However, still, we were able to generalize from our non-probability samples about the population, 

but not on the statistical basis. After the description of our population, we discussed our sampling 

method.  

Sampling is an important step since it is directly linked to primary data collection. Requirements 

of the primary data collections were important to be considered for our research. Therefore, we 

were spending time on choosing the right sample. We were limited to choose the perfect sample 

size due to the limited timeframe and financial aspects.  Our sample size was depending on how 

many we were able to conduct due to our limited time frame.  

In our study, we took the purposive homogeneous sampling, which was especially suited for in-

depth interviews (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Homogeneous sampling is defined as all participants 

are similar, who were selected from a specific subgroup (Saunders et al., 2009).  

Homogeneous in this research meant that all participants belonged to the Generation Y, had a 

Swedish personal number and were scanning at ICA Maxi. The major reason for taking purposive 

homogeneous sampling was because we were able to decide, whom we wanted to conduct to 

achieve and provide the richness of insights for the researched phenomenon, which we were 

looking for (Saunders et al., 2009). We agreed on having the purposive non-probability sampling 

with the use of the snowball sampling technique. “Snowball sampling is commonly used, when 

it is difficult to identify members of the desired population [...]” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 240). 

We used the four steps snowball sampling method by Saunders et al. (2009). 
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1. “Make contact with one or two cases in the population” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 240). 

In our research, the snowball sampling started with identifying the first participant. We started 

to ask our personal contacts as well as using the social media as a platform to find participants. 

Although most of our personal contacts were not using the SST at ICA Maxi, they were able to 

advise us to their friends, who use the scanner at ICA Maxi. After the identification of our first 

cases in our target population, we were able to conduct the first in-depth interviews. 

 

2. "Ask these cases to identify further cases” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 240). 

Therefore, we asked people during the interview, if they have friends who also scan at ICA Maxi 

and why they use the scanner (“Do your family or friends use it? Why do they use it?” (Appendix 

1)). After the interview, we asked them politely to share the contact with those friends, who would 

participate in our in-depth interviews. This step of the snowball sampling helped us to interview 

further participants. 

 

3. “Ask these new cases to identify further new cases (and so on)” (Saunders et al., 2009,  

p. 240).	

We proceeded the same way as mentioned in step 2. Unfortunately, the recommended possible 

participants by the participants did not fit our target population. The participants, who were 

matching our criteria had been conducted.  

 

4. “Stop when either no new cases are given or the sample is as large as is manageable” 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 240).	

One of the reasons why we stopped conducting further interviews was that the last conducted 

participants had no further insights, and the insights were repetitive. In other words, we reached 

our saturation point. The collected data gained through the conducted interviews were rich of 

insights and through the collected data we were able to answer our research questions, and we 

understood the consequences and benefits of customer participation in the form of SST. 

 

3.7 Data Analysis of the Empirical Data 

Due to the fact that we chose an abductive approach, we first developed our theory and then 

collected the data from our in-depth interviews and then we explored our findings based on the 

empirical data. In order to analyze the findings from the interviews in detail, the participants’ 

answers were recorded and transcribed (Saunders et al., 2009). 
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The findings were set in relation to our new developed model to solve our research questions and 

to discover generalizations of our findings. The first step in the data analysis was to summarize 

the keynotes, which compressed long statements into short paragraphs (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). 

Furthermore, it was also interesting to consider the interviewed participants’ characteristics and 

to set them in relation to their answers.  

To analyze the participants’ answers, we first categorized and grouped the transcribed answers 

into the eight variables from our developed theoretical model, which were customer participation, 

service quality, product quality, price, situational, personal factors, customer satisfaction and 

customer loyalty.  

The summarized transcription was grouped into logical tables (Appendix 2 to 9) as a first step to 

create a better overview and to compare the answers among themselves (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). 

With the categorizations, we explored if the different variables related to each other in our 

theoretical model. The categorizations also helped to see if we got the information we needed to 

answer the developed research questions.  

After the answers had been categorized, some unrelated information regarding our research 

questions were sorted into different categories or were deleted. Finally, all the information was 

correctly categorized and analyzed, so that relationships between the categories appeared.  

Through our developed theoretical model, we were able to conclude if the relationships between 

the categories were real, which is essential for the credibility and trustworthiness of our research 

(Saunders et al., 2009).	

	

3.8 Research Ethics 

After presenting the data analysis, we focused on the research ethics, since nowadays it is taken 

for granted to consider the importance of research ethics. Saunders et al. (2009) stated that 

“research ethics therefore relates to questions about how we formulate and clarify our research 

topic, design our research and gain access, collect data, process and store our data, analyze 

data and write up our research findings in a moral and responsible way” (p.184).  

In this research, it was challenging to consider the possible wish of anonymity by the participants 

and to know the personal boundaries while conducting the interviews. Anonymity as a research 

ethical factor played an essential role in presenting our findings. Therefore, we are not mentioning 

the participants’ names in our analysis. Furthermore, we paid attention to inform the participants 

before the interview about the time, the place and the subject of the interview, so that the 

participant felt prepared, not overwhelmed and knew about their privacy and confidentiality 

rules.  
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We chose a private room in the university to conduct the interview so that we considered the 

importance of the participant’s privacy. Another ethical issue we considered was to ask the 

participants to obtain their permission to record the interview for a precise analysis of their 

answers. Moreover, considering that some questions might be too personal, we informed the 

participants before starting the interview that they did not need to answer them if answering the 

question was crossing their personal boundaries.	

	

3.9 Objectivity, Credibility and Trustworthiness 

Objectivity is defined by Miles and Huberman (1994) as being “explicit and as self-aware as 

possible about personal assumptions, values and biases, affective states” (p.278). Another aspect 

to provide objectivity is that the study is replicable by others (Flick, 2014). In Appendix 1, we had 

the interview guideline to ensure objectivity.  

The interview guideline presented a set of questions for the purpose to have an open, semi-

structured interview. The interview guideline contained questions that were not misleading nor 

influencing the participant's answers. Besides, the moderator was trained and made sure that he 

was not influencing and directing the participant’s answers (Ritchie et al., 2013). Additionally, the 

co-moderator made sure that all the participants answered the questions properly. Furthermore, 

the co-moderator also probed into participants’ answers to ensure deeper insights in case the 

moderator did not probe enough to identify more insights. Overall, we provided objectivity for 

our data collection. 

In general, credibility refers to the research findings and their characteristics (Ritchie et al., 2013). 

Therefore, the findings have to be credible, accurate and most importantly, consistent (Saunders 

et al., 2009). Credibility is often connected with trustworthiness. This study developed an 

attentive effort to construct a generalizable theory from the research, to be appropriate to other 

settings such as contexts, nature and time (Miles & Huberman, 1994).  

Miles and Huberman (1994) stated that if a “study is consistent, reasonably stable over time and 

across researchers and methods” it supports the issue of determining trustworthiness (p.278). 

Trustworthiness linked to quality control. The semi-structured interview guideline was developed 

to guarantee relevancy to the research design.  

The awareness of possible biases was helping us to reduce the existence of biases that can be 

delimited to a minimum. Our actions to conduct semi-structured interviews were chosen to 

provide a broad range of insights without influencing the participants in one direction. The 

argumentation and actions carried out by our methodology were minimizing the risk to threaten 

our credibility and trustworthiness and to provide a high quality of data within the research (Flick, 

2014).	
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4. Research Findings 

This chapter focuses on presenting the empirical data that has been collected throughout our 

eleven in-depth interviews. In general, we can state that the collected empirical data explored a 

diversity of behaviors of how participants perceive the scanning technology at ICA Maxi. 

Furthermore, we discover how the participants reflected the benefits of the SST usage during their 

shopping experience and these insights are further elaborated throughout the research analysis 

chapter 5 ‘Analysis & Discussion’.  

However, before carrying out the responses that participants have stated, it is fundamental to 

clarify certain issues regarding the framework and content of this chapter. This chapter is 

structured regarding our question guideline as well as our developed model (Figure 3) containing 

the three major categories (customer participation, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty) 

within the five supporting sub-categories (service quality, product quality, price, situational and 

personal factors). In essence, this implies that most leading questions were respecting to each 

behavioral category of SST. Afterwards, direct quotations of the participants are given to illustrate 

how the participants have reacted towards the behavioral related questions and how their 

reactions show patterns of satisfaction and loyalty. 

 

4.1 Demographic Implication 

We spent between 45 and 60 minutes per interview and in total we interviewed eleven 

participants. The amount of collected data is nine hours and three minutes. As our research 

contains an average sample size (Saunders et al., 2009), credibility can be argued, but during the 

conduction of our interviews and probing for new insights, we discovered that we reached our 

saturation point while conducting the last interviews. That was the reason why we have stopped 

conducting after eleven interviews because of the richness of insights discovered during our data 

collection. Our sampling contained five male students and six female students in the age range of 

22 to 27 years. Nine out of eleven were of Swedish nationality, one Australian and one participant 

was from Angola. All of the participants owned an ICA Card and had used SST. 
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Participant Gender Age Education Nationality ICA Card Length 

1 Male 25 Student Swedish ICA Banken 50 min 

2 Male 23 Student Swedish ICA Card 46 min 

3 Female   22 Student Swedish ICA Banken 55 min 

4 Male 24 Student Australian ICA Banken 52 min 

5 Female 22 Student Swedish ICA Banken 51 min 

6 Male 27 Student Swedish ICA Banken 45 min 

7 Female 23 Student Swedish ICA Banken 48 min 

8 Female 23 Student Swedish ICA Banken 46 min 

9 Female 27 Student Angola ICA Banken 47 min 

10 Male 23 Student Swedish ICA Banken 45 min 

11 Female 26 Student Swedish ICA Banken 60 min 

Table 1: Participants’ Demographic Information	

	

4.2 Customer Participation 

 Defining customer participation	

We started off the interview by asking the participant whether or not they knew what customer 

participation was and if they did not know what customer participation was, we asked them what 

they perceived it to be. If the participant understood the term, they were asked to explained 

customer participation in their own words. The aim of questioning this term was to discover if our 

participants were actively participating in the grocery process and if they were aware of 

participating. More than half of our participants understood what customer participation is, and 

the following quotations show how they defined customer participation. Most participants viewed 

customer participation as being actively involved in the companies’ process and creating a bonus 

account at a company was an example of participation, which can be seen in Appendix 2. 

Participant 1 pointed out that customer participation meant for him to do the work for the 

employees and the company. Furthermore, the participants perceived customer participation in 

the grocery process positively and enjoyed being involved in the process. 
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Participant 4	 “Customer being actively involved in the process of the shopping 

experience. [...] I use the scanner, because it involves me more in the 

process.”	

Participant 6	 “Alarming the customer to participate in the company process by for 

example creating an account and adding up a bonus account. So being 

involved.”	

Table 2: Quotations about how participants define customer participation	

	

 Customer participation in the grocery process	

After the participants had given a description of customer participation and after we explained to 

the participants who did not know what customer participation was, we were interested in finding 

out how our participants were participating in the grocery process. To get a more detailed answer 

and a better understanding of their different forms of participation, we asked the participants to 

describe their grocery process. Furthermore, after gaining the knowledge, which forms of 

customer participation they used, we probed into each form of participation.  

We explored how their participation differed and was depending on whether they needed to 

undertake a big or small grocery shopping trip. But overall the grocery process between each 

participant did not differ very much. For a big grocery shopping trip, a high-level involvement of 

the participants was required. 

For the big grocery shopping trips, our finding suggests that most participants had written a 

shopping list before they went grocery shopping and they went to ICA Maxi for purchasing their 

groceries, whereas for the small grocery shopping most participants went to local grocery stores 

like ICA supermarket without a list.  

Furthermore, we explored that most students checked the discounts on the ICA website, app, in 

their e-mails or use vouchers which come with their mail. Our last participant (Participant 11) 

explained that she and her boyfriend updated their ICA Banken card so that they get their 

discount vouchers, which were usually sent by mail, automatically on their card, so it is a large 

advantage since they used to forget them sometimes.  

Furthermore, some participants were involved in the customer participation in the form of social 

media platforms like Facebook and Instagram. They were following on Instagram ICA recipe since 

they have excellent recipes or were following some chefs for inspiration and some like the ICA 

student page (Appendix 2). Participant 3 mentioned that she once made a recommendation to 

ICA, which is also a form of participation. In summary, every participant used the scanner, the 

web page, the e-mail, shopping lists and the magazines as a form of customer participation 

(Appendix 2). 
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Participant 7 “Most of the time I write a list, sometimes not, depends on how big my 

shopping list is. When I go to ICA Maxi I make a list for the big shopping. I 

look online for deals and I also get my coupons send home. [...] I use the 

scanner, post, magazine, mail and the app.” 

Participant 11	 “I use the scanner; I also have a habit of looking up what is on sale. I check 

the website and the app to see what discounts are available this week. I 

do not use it in my actual grocery experience, but I use it before I go 

grocery shopping, to know what I need to look for and also to plan what 

to eat for the week. We just updated our card, so we get all the discounts 

on the card automatically. Now they put all the discounts on the card, so 

we do not need the vouchers anymore, so everything goes on the card 

straight.”	

Table 3: Quotations about how participants participate 

 

4.2.1 Service Quality 

Participants’ definition of service quality	

Nearly all participants defined service quality as we explained it in our research. In summary, 

most of the participants expressed that the design, offers, staff members, payment options, 

technology assistance during the grocery shopping process, assortment and cleanness were 

considered as services (Appendix 3). A few participants stated that human contact was essential 

as a service for them during the grocery shopping process, since it was important to them to 

quickly find an employee in case they needed help. Another participant defined quality as how 

well the service employee did their job. A few participants defined service quality as everything 

that a company offers to increase the quality of their shopping experience. The following 

quotations are helping to get a better understanding of how the participants described service 

quality. 
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Participant 4	 “Cleanness, employees and how they help you and how they treat you, 

whether they are informative, since the ICA Maxi is so big you get lost, so 

the employees need to be helpful.  The employees are the faces of the 

supermarket.”	

Participant 5	 “The first thing, when I think of service is personal human contact, when 

someone has a problem and the service employee is helping you with the 

problem. ICA has a really nice culture. There is always someone you can 

talk to and they have good knowledge about the store.”	

Table 4: Quotations about how participants define service quality 

	

Participants’ perception of the scanner as a service 	

Most of the participants agreed that technology such as SST could be considered as a service. 

Additionally, most of the participants’ statements included the reasoning why the scanning 

technology was seen as a service. Regarding the definition of service, the participants reasoned 

that the offer to use the technology provided by a company was a service, and everything that 

affected their shopping experience positively was viewed as a service. Furthermore, they regarded 

the scanner as a service, since they executed the grocery shopping trip with the use of SST. 

Therefore, to summarize the findings, we were able to state that most participants saw the scanner 

as a service, and it even increased their overall perception of service quality. The minority of the 

participants did not agree that the scanner was viewed as a service. 

 

Participant 11	 “Absolutely, the scanner increases my perception of ICA Maxi’s service 

quality, I think they really should put money into the technology rather 

than in the normal shopping experience, since it makes it so much easier 

and a lot more freedom. And I feel more trusted by the store, because they 

check the customers only sometimes, so that gives me the feeling they trust 

me, which gives you a better perception of the store as well.”	

Participant 5	 “Yes, the scanner is a service, it reduces the time, provides a list for you, 

much more positive shopping experience, much more organized, packing 

your products in the cart.”	

Table 5: Quotations about defining the scanner as a service	
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Benefits of Scanning as a service	

The participants stated various reasons why scanning had benefits and increased their perception 

of service quality. Participants explained that the ease of use, usefulness and time efficiency are 

increasing their personal shopping experience and therefore their perception of service quality. 

Nearly all participants agreed that they did not appreciate to wait in line and that the scanner 

solved the problem by fastening the grocery payment process. Another benefit was the self-

accomplishment of participants using the scanner since they described that they were doing the 

work for the employees and the participants felt that they were more efficient by doing the job. 

Most of the participant explained that the scanner was increasing their experience of grocery 

shopping since it was more fun to use. Some stated that the scanner was seen as a gun and created 

a more enjoyable experience compared to boring conventional grocery shopping (Participant 1, 

Participant 4, Participant 6, Participant 9 & Participant 11).  

Another benefit was the issue of having more privacy by using the SST because no other customer 

and no employees saw what the participant bought since she did not have to unpack her groceries 

at the cash desk (Participant 11). Therefore, the participant explained that she did not have the 

feeling of being judged by other customers or employees around her. 

A further interesting finding was that one participant said that she blamed herself if she failed 

with the scanner and not the company’s service because she delivered the service and not the 

employees (Participant 7). Overall, all participants identified more than two or more benefits of 

using the scanner as a service.  

 

Participant 4	 “[...] Shopping is a boring activity and it gamifies it a little bit.”	

Participant 9	 “Yes, because of my personality. And grocery shopping is a waste of time 

for me, so it is really efficient for me to use the scanner. Yes, it is efficient 

and time saving. It is fun, I call it gun. The scanning gun is so much faster 

than the cashier.”	

Table 6: Quotations about participant’s benefits of using the scanner	

	

Participants’ preference of the scanner vs. cashier	

Participants mentioned that they preferred the scanner as a service over the traditional service 

because of the benefits which we referred to in the section ‘Benefits of Scanning as a Service'. 

Furthermore, the participants described that they liked to have the option of choosing the scanner 

or the conventional service because if they needed or wanted to talk to an employee, they still had 

the possibility.  
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Additionally, they considered the conversation with the employee at the cash desk as a cold 

chatting which did not add value to the shopping experience. But the main reason for preferring 

the scanner over the cashier was that the participants did not have to stand in line by using the 

scanner which fastens the process (Appendix 3). The following quotes in Table 7 support those 

findings. 

	

Participant 3	 “I would not use the scanner, if I buy one product I would go to the cashier. 

I like both options.”	

Participant 6	 “Yes, I prefer the scanner over the cashier, since it is a lot quicker and I do 

not have to stand in line and I do not have to unload and repack my stuff 

again.”	

Participant 11	 “Yes, I prefer the scanner over the cashier, I do not like about the cashier 

the waiting time and I do not want people to see what I shop, since the 

products I bought tell everything about myself. And I do not like the cold 

chatting thing, it does not give me anything, it just takes time for me and 

I love when everything is efficient.”	

Table 7: Quotations about the preference of the scanner vs. cashier	

	

The perception of ICA Banken and ICA	

The majority of participants had a positive perception about ICA Banken and ICA. The 

participants explained that it was a little bit tricky to get the ICA Banken card, but as one 

participant stated: “it is a short term pain, but a long term gain” (Participant 4). 

All participants appreciated to have access to the scanner and to get a student discount that they 

received by having an ICA Banken card. Furthermore, one participant described that it was a good 

and smart idea of ICA to combine a bank account with the grocery shopping since most people 

spend a lot of money on purchasing groceries and beverages. 
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Participant 5	 “I love the fact that you get so many good deals with the ICA Banken card, 

love the magazine with all the recipes. I have the feeling that they treat 

the customers’ right with the offers and discounts.”	

Participant 11	 “I think ICA Banken is good. [...] But I think since the main expense people 

have, if you look away from rent, is food shopping. So bringing the food 

shopping and the place where you have your money close, is quite clever. 

So then the customer can work way more efficient and are more 

depended.” 	

Table 8: Quotations about the perception of ICA Banken	

	

4.2.2 Product Quality 

Times of use, availability and function of the scanner	

To get a better understanding of the participants’ scanning behavior, we asked the participants 

how often they used the scanner and if the scanner was always available and working when they 

went grocery shopping. In Table 10 we can see that most participants used the scanner once or 

twice a month. But the reason for the occasional use was related to the fact that the participants’ 

apartments were quite far from ICA Maxi’s location. Three participants mentioned that they went 

to ICA Maxi six times a month since the distance was not an issue and because they enjoyed the 

fact of using SST at ICA Maxi (Participant 6; Participant 9; Participant 11). For all participants, 

the scanner was always available, and just a few participants had the problem once or twice that 

the scanner did not work, but the staff immediately came and fixed the problem with the scanner. 

(Participant 1; Participant 4; Participant 6; Participant 9). 

 

Participant 5	 “It was always available and it always worked. In a month, twice a 

month, but because of the distance. If we buy more products, then we go 

to ICA Maxi, since then we know that we get better deals.”	

Participant 11	 “I use it once or twice a week so 6 times a month. The majority is available. 

I have to wait sometimes for a short time for the self-service checkout.”	

Table 9: Quotations about the availability of the scanner	
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Participant Times of use 
Available 

(Yes/No) 
Scanner 

functioned 

1 2-3  a month Yes  It failed once 

2 1 a month Yes Yes 

3 2 a month Yes Yes 

4 2 a month Yes 
Few problems, but it 
was the first time 

5 2 a month Yes Yes 

6 8 a month Yes 9 out of 10 it works 

7 1 a month Yes Yes 

8 3 a year Yes Yes 

9 6 a month Yes It failed once 

10 1 a month Yes Yes 

11 6 a month Yes Yes 

Table 10: Participants’ scanner behavior	

	

Product benefits	

All our participants were satisfied with the scanner as a product because it was straightforward 

and easy to use. Most participants stated that the scanner made them more conscious and 

disciplined about their grocery shopping trip since they saw on the display of the scanner what 

products they have bought and how high the total price of their selected items was. This possibility 

of seeing the products and the price on the scanner display was also regarded as helpful by the 

participants. Furthermore, this function gave the participants more control over their shopping 

process, since they were able to see how much money they spent on their groceries. In case they 

exceeded their budget, they could delete items from the scanner on the scanner’s display. Seeing 

the details of the participant’s purchases on the scanner display prevented them from impulse 

buying and it made them happy that they saw how much money they saved by using the scanner 

and the discounts or personalized offers. To sum it up, almost every participant liked the 

appearance and the shape of the technology and preferred using the technology. Although one 

participant mentioned that the technology was nothing revolutionary, she liked having the option 

to use the technology in the grocery process. 
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Participant 8	 “Yes, I am satisfied with the scanner. Convenient, quick and easy and you 

do not have to stand in line.”	

Participant 11	 “In ICA yes, I would recommend it. All my friends who are not using it, I 

am asking why not, since it is so much easier.”	

Table 11: Quotations about product benefits	

	

Participant 4	 “Technology increases my experience, the scanner is really cool, makes 

me more conscious what I buy. You get trigger happy, it does not increase 

the impulse buying, since you see the products on the display, so you are 

more conscious.”	

Participant  5	 “Yes, with the appearance and I like the shape of the scanner and it is easy 

to hold.”	

Table 12: Quotations about the scanner appearance	

	

4.2.3 Price 

The aspect price in the role of customer participation was our third influence. This section was 

searching for information related to the experience, including personalized discounts, special 

offers and special offers for those who scan. To gain further insights we asked the participants 

how and where they found and used the special offers.  

The participants explained that they always looked for a way to save money during their grocery 

shopping and even before they went to the grocery store. Nearly all participants checked the offers 

around the web page, application, e-mail and the magazine of ICA Maxi to get the best deals to 

save money. Participants explained that they received personalized offers based on their previous 

purchases, and they appreciated it. Most participants made more use of the personalized offers 

that included the products they regularly bought instead of generally promoted offers. Moreover, 

few participants mentioned that they were more likely to purchase a new brand and try the 

product when it was advertised in their magazine, in the application or on the website. 

They felt that ICA cares about the customer through the personalized offers. The availability of 

the offers online and offline was another reason why they appreciated ICA Maxi. Most of the 

participants liked that they have an overview of the discount and the actual price of the scanned 

products on the display of the SST. Furthermore, few participants knew that there were special 

offers for those who scan, and they stated that it was a reason for them to use the scanner.  
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Additionally, participants reported that they were aware of the discounts for the ones being in the 

loyalty program of ICA. They indicated they were saving money because of being part of the 

program. The following quotations are reflecting the majority of findings. 

	

Participant 8	 “Yes, if I need it, but I would not go for a discount to ICA, because they actually 

know what I buy, so they are personalized offers.”	

Participant 7	 “[...] Every week they have something I like. I check the webpage every week. 

Yes, sometimes I buy advertised products at ICA Maxi.”	

Table 13: Quotations about the usage of ICA’s special offers	

	

Participant 6	 “Yes, I check the discounts on the app weekly. Yes, I use the special scanner 

offers, since you sometimes get a double discount.”	

Participant 9	 “I am feeling through the personalized offers that I am most likely to come 

back because they give me the feeling that they care about me as a customer.”	

Table 14: Quotations about the scanning and student discounts	

	

4.3 Customer Satisfaction 

 Increases customer satisfaction through the use of the scanner	

Every participant agreed with the statement that their customer satisfaction increased through 

the use of the scanner. The majority of participants who were more satisfied through the 

utilization of the scanner explained that they were quicker compared to the conventional cashier. 

Few participants stated that they liked being involved during the grocery shopping process and 

the scanner helped them to participate in this process. Participants said that they had more 

control over their purchased amount of groceries and kept track of what they bought. Most 

participants stated that they were able to sort the products by themselves during the shopping 

process and did not stress when they entered the self-checkout area. Additionally, participants 

indicated it was quicker and faster, and consequently more efficient because they saved time. 

Another participant stated that her grocery shopping experience was more convenient since she 

did not feel in a hurry because she was saving time and the scanner was easy to use. The following 

quotation summarizes the benefits and the reasons why the participants were more satisfied with 

using the scanner. 
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Participant 6	 “Yes, the scanner increases my satisfaction at ICA Maxi.”	

Participant 4	 “Yes, because you are more involved and I think it is always fun being 

involved. It makes me more satisfied, since I am involved in the process.”	

Table 15: Quotations about customer satisfaction	

	

Participant 7	 “Yes, saving time, self-control, efficiency, sorting the products by myself are 

the reason why I am satisfied with the scanner.”	

Participant 8	 “Yes. If you once used the scanner, I would never go back in line. Since it is 

so fast. It is so much more convenient to pack everything during the grocery 

process and not in the end in the hurry at the cashier.  [...]”	

Table 16: Quotations about the reasons for customer satisfaction	

	

Is the scanner a reason why you go to ICA Maxi?	

The majority of participants stated that they went to ICA Maxi because of the scanner, since they 

were more satisfied with their grocery shopping experience. Some participants explained that 

they were taking the longer distance to ICA Maxi in order use the scanner. 

A few participants said that the process of using the scanner was a routinized behavior in the 

grocery shopping behavior, and it was part of them going to ICA Maxi. Additionally, our 

participants pointed out that nearly every participant would recommend using the scanner and 

some of them already recommended it to their friends and could not understand how they could 

not have wanted to use it since it is so much easier. This supports how satisfied the participants 

were with the self-scanning technology and the self-service checkout. 

 

Participant 7	 “[...] it is routinized in me and part of me going to ICA Maxi is the scanner”	

Participant 6	 “Yes, it is one of the reasons. I live closely to ICA Maxi. The reasons are 

scanning system, I have an ICA Banken card and they have the best offers. 

I like the layout of the store.”	

Table 17: Quotations about the reasons why the participants go to ICA Maxi	
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4.3.1 Situational Factors 

 Participants notice of the scanner	

As it can be seen in Table 19 almost all participants except for one were using the scanner, because 

of recommendations from their family or friends. Most parents of the participants used the 

scanner, and a few participants said, that their parents would never go back to conventional 

grocery shopping. Another issue we explored during the interviews was that two participants, who 

grew up in different cities, remembered how the scanner was implemented in the ICA Maxi in 

their town. They mentioned how their parents tried the scanner with them after it was introduced.  

The reason for the one participant who used the scanner not because of his parents or friends was 

using the scanner because this participant used to work at ICA Maxi. In conclusion it can be said 

that all participants were influenced by the situational factors and they were one reason why they 

started using the scanner.  

 

Participant 5	 “Yes, my mom recommended it. I went grocery shopping with my mom 

and it was the first time I was introduced to it and actually the scanner 

was implemented the first time during that time, which was around 2006 

and I was there when it was implemented.”	

Participant 11	 “We used to live next to the biggest ICA supermarket in Stockholm and it 

was the first supermarket who had it, so it was new and my parents 

wanted to try it.  [...] It is not because of the technology parts, it was 

something new that could make the boring shopping experience more fun 

and efficient.”	

Table 18: Quotations about why the participants started to use the scanner	
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Participant	 Recommended by	 Family use the scanner	

1	 Parents	 Yes	

2	 Friend	 No	

3	 Parents	 Yes	

4	 Friend	 No	

5	 Parents	 Yes	

6	 Work	 No	

7	 Parents	 Yes	

8	 Parents	 No	

9	 Friend	 No	

10	 Grandmother	 No	

11	 Parents	 Yes	

Table 19: Participants’ reasons for starting to use the scanner	

	

 Benefits for friends and family to use the scanner	

Most participants explained that their friends and family used the scanner because the usage of 

the scanner saved them time and that they can pack and sort everything during the grocery trip. 

A few participants stated the fact that it was very stressful for their family and friends as well as 

for them when they had to pack and sort their purchased items at the cashier.   

So it is all about convenience for them. Participant 9 described that her friends used the scanner 

since it was more efficient and time saving. She got jealous that her friends benefited from the 

technology and that was the reason why she registered for the scanner and enjoyed to use it.	
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Participant 2	 “A friend recommended the scanner to me, because he said he is so much 

faster. I think, it is a great plus for anyone who appreciates to save time 

during grocery shopping and likes to use technology in a smart way to be 

more efficient.”	

Participant 9	 “Some of my friends use it. It saves time, I want to use the technology, it is 

efficient, I can sort everything and I get special offers. I got jealous that I 

could not use it. It might be fun to use, since grocery shopping is considered 

as boring and the scanner makes it more fun to use.”	

Table 20: Quotations about family benefits of the scanner	

	

4.3.2 Personal Factors 

In our research the personal factors were related to customers’ attitudes towards grocery 

shopping and their perception of ICA and ICA Maxi, which we also used as questions in our 

interview guideline. 

 Participants’ attitudes towards grocery shopping	

In this part, we questioned the participants whether or not they liked and enjoyed grocery 

shopping. In Table 21 it can be seen that only four participants liked and enjoyed it, whereas the 

majority disliked grocery shopping. The reason for the dislike was that those participants thought 

that grocery shopping was a waste of time and that they would rather enjoy doing something else. 

But the participants mentioned that they had to go grocery shopping to get something to eat, so 

those participants said that the scanner helped them to make the grocery trip more fun and 

quicker (Appendix 7). 
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Participant	 I like grocery shopping	 Perception of ICA	

1	 No	 Positive	

2	 No	 Positive	

3	 Yes	 Positive	

4	 No	 Positive	

5	 Yes	 Positive	

6	 Yes	 Positive	

7	 Yes	 Positive	

8	 No	 Positive	

9	 No	 Positive	

10	 No	 Positive	

11	 No	 Positive	

Table 21: Attitude towards grocery shopping and perception of ICA	

	

Participant 4	 “I am not a convenient shopper, just go in and out.”	

Participant 11	 “I do not like shopping, I rather do something else. I do not like the people 

in the store and I do not enjoy the people around me, I rather not be there. 

You carry heavy stuff and plan everything.”	

Table 22: Quotations about why participants do not like grocery shopping	

 

The four participants, who enjoyed grocery shopping, explained that they liked to take their time 

to look around and to have a look at all the offers (Appendix 7). They described that during the 

grocery process they were in their world. Furthermore, a few of those participants stated that they 

were interested in food and therefore they enjoyed grocery shopping.  

Additionally, most participants explained that they went to ICA Maxi for their big grocery 

shopping since they had the best offers. 
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Participant 7	 “I like to take my time for my grocery process, so then I like grocery 

shopping. I am in my own world during shopping.”	

Participant 3	 “I love shopping - also grocery shopping. I am taking my time because it 

is a pleasure to explore new products and just walk around and look for 

special offers. For example, I like to take my time, when I am around the 

makeup area and test new products.”	

Table 23: Quotations about why participants like grocery shopping	

 

 Perception of ICA and ICA Maxi	

When looking at the empirical data conducted through the in-depth interviews, it showed that the 

majority of our participants had a positive perception of ICA. Furthermore, our findings suggest 

that most of our participants went for most of their grocery shopping to ICA. The empirical 

findings showed that the participants identified themselves with ICA.  

One reason for having a positive perception of ICA was that most participants had been shopping 

at ICA since they were children. They went grocery shopping with their mothers and they are used 

to go to ICA, therefore most participants continued the tradition. Furthermore, most felt that ICA 

had a high product quality for a fair price. Additionally, empirical findings showed the 

participants’ positive perception associated with students receiving a student discount and special 

offers when they applied for the ICA Banken card. The following quotations reflect those findings. 

 

Participant 5	 “I am an ICA person.”	

Participant 11	 “We are ICA at heart, so at my parents’ vacation house there is an ICA, 

Willys and Coop and we always go to ICA, moreover every store is in 

walking distance.”	

Table 24: Quotations about participant’s perception of ICA 

 

Most participants perceived ICA Maxi positively, but the location of ICA Maxi is a criterion why 

they only visited ICA Maxi twice a month for their bigger grocery shopping trips (Appendix 4). 

Besides distance, another reason why most participants perceived ICA Maxi positively was the 

larger assortment as well as the scanning technology.  

In summary, the participants started to state their perception of ICA without particularly asking 

and they enjoyed talking about the store in detail. Therefore, we agreed on adding this finding 

into this section. It can be stated that the perception of all participants of ICA and ICA Maxi was 

positive.  
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Participant 6	 “Yes, it is my favorite store. Best offers and goods with a high 

quality.  [...] I am an ICA person and ICA’s own brand is a lot better and 

I only go there. The scanner is one of the reasons why I go there [...].”	

Participant 7	 “The scanner and checkout part changes my experience at ICA Maxi.”	

Table 25: Quotations about participants’ perceptions of ICA Maxi	

 

4.4 Customer Loyalty 

Customer loyalty is another factor of our guideline as well as related to the customer satisfaction 

part. The majority of participants explained that they were loyal to ICA and if they were going to 

use the scanner, they were most likely to go to ICA Maxi. Therefore, most of the participants are 

relating the scanner and the self-service checkout as one major reason for being loyal towards ICA 

Maxi. Furthermore, some participants said that the ICA Banken card and ICA Maxi were another 

factor for considering themselves as loyal towards ICA.	

The special offers and personalized offers were another reason for participants to be loyal towards 

the company. Additionally, most participants stated that ICA Maxi was too far from their 

apartment, but if they lived closer, they would go more often to ICA Maxi. They went to closer ICA 

shops in their area for smaller purchases, and therefore they considered themselves loyal towards 

ICA. The following statements reflect the major findings of our research related to customer 

loyalty.  

 

Participant 9	 “I am loyal to ICA because I think I do not get a service like that anywhere 

else for the amount of money I spend.”	

Participant 10	 “Yes, I have recommended it already to a lot of persons, because of the 

bank account as well as the loyalty program are really good for students.”	

Participant 11	 “Yes, definitely the scanner makes us loyal and satisfied.”	

Table 26: Quotations about customer loyalty	
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5. Analysis and Discussion 

After presenting the empirical findings, the following chapter contributes an analysis of the 

collected data. The first part of the analysis focuses on comparing the theoretical framework and 

the empirically collected data to improve the knowledge on whether the empirical findings prove 

the previous findings and if new insights were found. The second part of this chapter focuses on 

whether our findings exhibit a non-statistical preference of a positive or negative relation between 

the main influences that are customer participation, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty 

in view of our adopted model. 

 

5.1 Customer Participation 

Customer participation was the main variable from our model. The theory was reflected by our 

research to explore the understanding of customer participation by the participants. The 

definition of customer participation by the majority of participants had been stated as “Customer 

being actively involved in the process of the shopping experience” (Participant 4). This statement 

of customer participation can be related to our definition, which was developed from the 

definitions of the authors Ngo & O’Cass (2012), Dong et al. (2014) and Dong and Sivakumar 

(2015). Moreover, this demonstrates a broad understanding among the participants of customer 

participation. If we view this in the context of our target group, Generation Y had an explicit 

knowledge of the idea of customer participation. 

Furthermore, the findings indicated that the participants were actively involved in the grocery 

shopping process at ICA. The participants’ activities in the grocery shopping process contained 

the following activities: checking the app, email, web page and mail for discounts and offers, 

writing a shopping list via the app or by hand. Furthermore, the participants followed ICA student 

and ICA recipes on social media like Instagram and Facebook and used self-service technologies 

like the scanner and the self-service checkout. Those activities were grouped into online 

platforms, where the web page and the application were categorized as the subcategories social 

media category, the self-service checkout category and the self-scanner technology category. We 

identified that the participants were actively involved in online and offline SSTs in their grocery 

shopping as defined by Bitner et al. (2002), Curran et al. (2003), Curran and Meuter (2005) and 

Orel and Kara (2014). All participants were participating in more than one form of SST. 

Interestingly no participant in our interviews used the online shopping option on ICA’s website. 

Comparing our findings with the theory the results showed that the participants rather used 

Facebook as a social media platform to communicate with ICA than using their ethnographic 

platforms. Participant 3 was the only participant who had made a recommendation to ICA that 

contained that ICA should add a brand to their product assortment and after a few weeks, her 

recommendation was implemented. 
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5.1.1 Service Quality 

The majority of participants described service quality as it was defined in the literature. Caruana 

et al. (2000) explained in their study that a company’s service quality depends on the customer’s 

expectations and how they perceived the actual service performance. Furthermore, Bitner (1992) 

and Moore et al. (2005) stated that the service landscape, the number of employees, the 

interaction with the staff, the atmosphere and the physical surroundings also influence the 

perceived service quality. Our study showed that the participants had a positive perception of the 

actual performance of ICA, which enhanced their perception of ICA’s service quality. The 

participants explained that ICA provided the service regarding design, offers, staff members and 

payment options which were important factors for them. In addition, the participants considered 

service in most of the cases as the involvement of humans helping to solve problems. “Cleanness, 

employees and how they help you and how they treat you, whether they are informative since 

the ICA Maxi is so big you get lost, so the employees need to be helpful. The employees are the 

faces of the supermarket” (Participant 4). Our findings support the conclusions of the studies by 

Bitner (1992) as well as Caruana et al. (2000) and Moore et al. (2005). 

Participants’ perception of the scanner as a service	

The NCR Corporation (2014) study investigated the perception of the self-service checkout as a 

service, and they concluded that 90 percent of their participants agreed that the self-service 

checkout was seen as a service.  

We can conclude from our findings that the perception of the scanner is viewed by the majority 

of the participants as a form of customer service which supports the NCR Corporation (2014) 

study. The technological assistance during the grocery shopping process is seen as an 

improvement of the service by most of the participants. The following quotation reflects that SST 

was viewed as a service: “Yes, the scanner is a service, it reduces the time, provides a list for you, 

creates a much more positive shopping experience, makes it much more organized by packing 

your products in the cart.” (Participant 5).   

In our literature review, we found that Curran and Meuter (2005), as well as Giesen (2011), 

described through the implementation of SST the customers support the front desk employees 

and therefore employees can work more with the customers. This statement was supported by 

our findings since one of the participants explained that the scanning technology and the self-

service checkout helped the company and their employees, as shown in the following quote: “I 

think it is nice for the employee not to scan and tip in the numbers and just sit there, but I can 

scan, so it is also efficient for them” (Participant 7). Furthermore, four participants mentioned 

that once or twice the scanner or the self-service checkout at ICA Maxi did not work, but out of 

nowhere an employee appeared and solved the problem right away. 
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This also supports our statement that employees can interact more with the customer since after 

the implementation of the scanner and the self-service checkout technology not as many 

employees are needed as cashiers and therefore are more available for customers. 

Benefits of the scanner as a service	

The findings reveal several benefits which are related to the scanner as a service and those benefits 

are reflected in our literature review. Since the majority of participants agreed that the scanner 

was seen as a service, we continued with the benefits of the scanner. “Yes, because of my 

personality and grocery shopping is a waste of time for me, so it is really efficient for me to use 

the scanner. Yes, it is efficient and time-saving. It is fun; I call it a gun. The scanning gun is so 

much faster than the cashier” (Participant 9). Participant 9 summarized different types of aspects 

which were indicating the important benefits of using the scanner. Bitner et al. (2002) found in 

their research that saving time and efficiency are benefits for customers to use SST. According to 

the saving time aspect the NCR Corporation (2014) found in their study that the self-service 

checkout is faster than the cashier line as a factor which was with 39 percent the third most 

important factor for their participants. Our findings support the NCR Corporation (2014) study 

and Bitner et al. (2002) results since we discovered that efficiency is a recurring benefit for our 

participants, which was including time saving, fasten the shopping process and no lines at the 

self-service checkout. Our literature review based on SST reveals that customer benefits occur 

from the effects of higher customer participation as well as SST is saving time for the customer 

and reduces the length of lines (Meuter et al., 2000; Dabholkar & Bagozzi, 2002; Dabholkar et 

al., 2003). The benefit of packing and sorting the groceries while shopping is another benefit 

which was not found by previous researchers since previous researchers have not investigated the 

benefits of customers using the scanner. 

Another key finding of our study was the aspect of enjoyment. The aspect of enjoyment 

demonstrated the way how the participants perceived the beneficial improvement of their grocery 

shopping experience compared to the one without the scanner. “The SST must also be designed 

and supported in such a way that users enjoy the experience and come back for more” (Bitner 

et al., 2002, p. 103). The findings of Bitner et al. (2002) and our study are showing that enjoyment 

of the scanner as a service is a major factor for using the scanner repeatedly. 

“In a self-service context, convenience is defined as the perceived time and effort required in 

finding and facilitating the use of self- service technology” (Collier, Sherrell, Babakus & Horky, 

2014, p. 63). Dabholkar et al. (2003) stated that convenience was a factor for using the technology 

and a benefit for choosing it over the conventional experience. The NCR Corporation study (2014) 

identified that convenience was the most important factor with 42 percent of their participants 

and ease of use was defined as second best to use the self-service technology. The ease of use, 

efficiency and convenience were reasons why the participants perceived the scanner as a service 

and as an improvement for their experience. Most of the participants were expressing the scanner 

as a service, and it increased the perception of convenience during their shopping experience.  
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Regarding the results of Dabholkar et al. (2003), Collier et al. (2014) and the NCR Corporation 

(2014) and our findings, we can support the claim that most of the participants viewed those 

benefits as the reason why they use SST over conventional cashier systems.  

Additionally, a few participants reported that they were having a feeling of self-accomplishment 

and enhanced self-efficiency when they use the scanner. Our findings underline Meuter et al. 

(2005) results since more customers in their study were deciding to increasingly use the scanner 

because of the repeated feeling of self-accomplishment and self-efficiency. 

Only a few participants introduced the benefit of privacy. They felt less observed when they used 

the self-service payment over the normal cashier, because they had more space and did not have 

the feeling that someone was spying on their pin code. Additionally, the participants did not have 

to place all the food onto the band, and the customers next in line could not observe what the 

participant had bought. The participants described having the feeling of being judged by other 

customers during the conventional grocery shopping trip. Privacy was an important reason for 

the usage of the scanner, and it improved the customer’s perception of ICA’s service quality. This 

finding supports the study by Turley and Milliman (2000) which investigated that privacy has an 

impact on the customer’s perception of the store’s atmosphere and therefore influences service 

quality.  

In summary, we can point out that we found similar benefits as previous researchers found on 

investigating the self-service checkout. But the packaging and the sorting benefit was an 

additional benefit previous researchers have not found since they have not explored the effects of 

using the scanner. The privacy benefit was a new benefit we have not thought of during reading 

and writing our literature review, but we have found the study by Turley and Milliman (2000) to 

confirm their findings. Another difference from our literature review was that our participants 

did not mention the factor readiness to use SST and to benefit from SST but according to Dean’s 

study (2008), the factor readiness played a major role for viewing SST as a useful service 

technology. 

	

5.1.2 Product Quality 

In the product quality, we viewed the self-service technology as a product, and we asked the 

participants about their behavior towards the usage of the scanner and self-service checkout. After 

analyzing the participants’ behavior, we discussed the benefits of the self-checkout and the self-

scanning technology as a product. 

 Times of use, availability and function	

Most participants used the self-scanner and the self-service checkout two to three times in a 

month since ICA offered the self-service technology solely in ICA Maxi.  
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Furthermore, all participants explained that the scanner was always available when they wanted 

to use it for their grocery process. A few participants mentioned that they had to wait for a short 

time at the self-service checkout area since every machine was occupied. But they stated that the 

waiting time contained a duration of one to two minutes, which was a lot shorter than the waiting 

time for the conventional cashier. Dabholkar et al. (2003) found related outcomes in their study 

in which customers felt that even under crowded conditions the self-service checkout is still faster. 

Product benefits	

The NCR Corporation (2014) as well as Bitner et al. (2002) and Dabholkar et al. (2003) found in 

their research that the factor easy to use is an essential benefit for customers to use the self-service 

checkout. Our findings support their results, showing that the scanner is perceived as a 

straightforward and easy to use product. Wang, Harris and Patterson (2012) also found these two 

positive factors in their research. 

All participants shared the statement that they liked the appearance of the scanner. The most 

important factor was that they could view the scanned items on the display of the scanner. The 

majority of the participants explained that seeing the items and the price on the scanner screen 

made them more conscious and was helping them during the grocery shopping process. The 

following quotation supports this. “Yes, I love to see the total amount and the discounts. It makes 

me more motivated, and they show you the total saves, which is a trigger, since I am a student, 

and I have a budget, so it is nice to see” (Participant 6). As the scanner provides more information 

about the price and the quantity of the scanned items, the participants felt that they had more 

self-control over their grocery shopping process. Wang et al. (2012) found in their study about the 

self-service checkout that their participants evaluated the two factors control and ease of use 

positively which we support with our findings.  

But in comparison to Wang’s et al. (2012) research, where participants mentioned the factor risk 

in view of not being able to handle the machines as an unfavorable factor, our study did not find 

this factor (Wang et al., 2012). The participants in our research explained that if they had 

problems with the scanner or the self-service checkout an employee appeared immediately and 

helped, so the self-service checkout, as well as the self-scanning technology, was not viewed as 

risky. 

Furthermore, Ariely (2000) showed that more information control caused a higher value and 

increased the customer’s usage. This linked back to our findings since a few participants 

mentioned that they highly appreciated seeing the total price on the scanner since they were 

students and had a monthly budget for their groceries. Additionally, some participants explained 

that if you have once started to use the scanner, you never want to go back to the conventional 

grocery shopping process due to the information control. The reason for having more self-control 

is a reason why customers used the scanner and the self-service checkout repeatedly, which was 

also investigated by Bitner et al. (2002) so that we support their findings.  
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To view the total price and the total savings due to discounts on the scanner triggered the 

participants’ happiness and positively influenced them in the usage of the scanner. 

	

5.1.3 Price Benefits 

We explored that the participants checked the website, their email, their mail and the app for 

discounts and personalized offers before they went grocery shopping. All these different channels 

were used by all participants to search for discounts to save money.  

The price influence was frequently mentioned in all our interviews which pointed out how 

essential saving money as the factor price was in this research.  

Zeithaml et al. (2009) explained in their model “Strategies for Enhancing Customer 

Participation” that rewarding i.e. monetary rewards are an important variable so that the 

customer is executing their role of using SST correctly and repeatedly. The authors Bitner et al. 

(2002) and Dong et al. (2008) also investigated that saving money is an important extrinsic 

reward for customers to participate in the service delivery process. That ICA provides 

personalized offers on the items customers buy regularly, was a major finding the participants 

appreciated the most and supported the findings by Bitner et al., Dong et al. (2008) and Zeithaml 

et al. (2009).  The following quote supports this conclusion “I have the feeling that through the 

personalized offers that I am most likely to come back because they give me the feeling that they 

care about me as a customer” (Participant 9). Grewal et al. (2012) found in their research that 

personalized offers improve the customer value and enhance customer loyalty. Furthermore, 

Puccinelli, Goodstein, Grewal, Price, Raghubir and Stewart (2009) discovered that “retailers 

proactively enhance involvement by personalizing the experience” (p.20). This citation can be 

linked back to the statement of participant 9 since she mentioned that the personalization is one 

factor which drew her back to ICA Maxi and made her feel special and that ICA cares about her 

and other customers. 

The special scanner discount is another form of personalizing the grocery shopping experience 

(Puccinelli et al., 2009). A few participants stated that the special scanner discounts were a reason 

for going to ICA Maxi and to use the scanner, because they sometimes got a double discount for 

using the scanner and being a member of ICA’s loyalty program.  

Conclusively, we found that the price factor in view of saving money and personalizing the 

experience influenced the participants positively in the usage of the scanner and in their 

perception of ICA, which correlates with the findings of previous researchers. 
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5.2 Customer Satisfaction 

Most of the participants agreed with the statement that the scanner at ICA Maxi improves their 

perception of service quality as well as the perception of having a better grocery shopping 

experience. According to Zeithaml et al. (2009) “[...] Satisfaction is the customer's evaluation of 

a product or service in terms of whether that product or service has met the customer's need and 

expectations” (p.104) and to our findings “[...] If you once used the scanner, I would never go 

back in line. Since it is so fast. It is so much more convenient to pack everything during the 

grocery process and not in the end in the hurry at the cashier” (Participant 8). We can say that 

participants have the need and the expectation of being more efficient with the scanner in order 

to be satisfied. The level of involvement in the service is another factor for creating a feeling of 

satisfaction. “Yes, because you are more involved, and I think it is always fun of being involved. 

It makes me more satisfied, since I am involved in the process” (Participant 4). This statement 

reflects the importance of being involved in the customer participation process linked to 

increasing customer satisfaction by Zeithaml & Bitner (2003).   

The article by Scherer, Wünderlich and Von Wangenheim (2015) identified that the relative usage 

of self-service technology and retention to use the scanner is indicating customer satisfaction 

increases. A majority of participants used the scanner two to three times monthly for big grocery 

purchases. The developed attitude and behavior towards using the scanner indicate a level of 

customer satisfaction since our participants noted that the scanner was a major reason to go to 

ICA Maxi. 

Satisfaction is also closely related to rewarding customers as defined by Bekhet & Al-Alak (2011) 

“Satisfaction refers to the buyer´s state of being adequately rewarded in a buying situation for 

the sacrifice he or she has made” (p. 8). There are different benefits of using the scanner and why 

it is rewarding for the participants. The increased self-accomplishment and enjoyment is related 

to the idea of intrinsic rewards. The self-accomplishment led the effect of customer satisfaction 

since the participants were able to do their shopping without any human assistance. This is also 

linked to the idea of enjoyment. Our participants enjoyed the ability to accomplish the work by 

themselves, referring to participant 11: “I love the fact of accomplishing the grocery shopping 

with the scanner, and I have the feeling of being happy and more satisfied after the shopping.” 

Regarding extrinsic rewards like financial aspects, we identified that the majority of participants 

used the scanner because they were able to control their spending as well as to see the discounts 

on the display of the scanner. Furthermore, the participants mentioned that the personalized 

offers and the special scanner offers improved their shopping experience and therefore increased 

their customer satisfaction.  

The extrinsic rewards of this research also supported the studies of Puccinelli et al. (2009) and 

Grewal et al. (2012). The extrinsic and intrinsic rewards are leading to a higher customer 

satisfaction due to customer participation and the increasing customer involvement in the grocery 

shopping process. 
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Most of the participants had an overall positive experience with the SST and therefore the positive 

outcome can be related to a higher customer satisfaction. Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) defined 

customer satisfaction as a customer evaluation of product or service and its fulfillment of 

customer needs and expectations. The participants’ expectations towards the usage of the scanner 

were equal to the perceived benefits and demonstrated the participants’ satisfaction regarding 

customer participation. The customer participation has an influence on service quality, product 

quality, and price. Therefore, we identified that customer participation is affecting our 

participants' perception of the influencers and their degree of satisfaction to the performance of 

the scanner positively. 

	

5.2.1 Situational Factors 

Our findings showed that the situational factor had a major influence on our participants which 

is affecting customer satisfaction. Interestingly all participants except for one participant used the 

scanner because either they grew up using the scanner for grocery shopping with their families, 

or friends recommended it to them.  

Their friends explained that scanning all the items is a lot more efficient and easier to use. 

Zeithaml et al. (2009) defined the situational factor in their study as the influence of family 

members, friends, and coworkers.  

This can be linked to our findings and shows that the situational factor has an influence on our 

participants. Also, the one participant, who did not use the scanner because of his family or 

friends, chose to start scanning since he used to work at ICA Maxi. This influence also refers to 

the situational factor since he began using the scanner because of his coworkers and by seeing 

other customers scanning (Zeithaml et al., 2009). All the participants were influenced by the 

situational factor and had a cause for scanning at ICA Maxi. Wang, Harris and Patterson (2012) 

explored in their study that the situational factor has an essential influence on the usage of self-

service technologies so that our findings support their results. 

	

5.2.2 Personal Factors 

Zeithaml et al. (2009) defined the personal factors as the customer's evaluation, the customer’s 

attitude towards shopping, perception of the grocery stores and the perception of equity and 

fairness. The personal factors of the participants are influencing the customer satisfaction. First 

of all, we divided our participants into two different groups according to their attitude towards 

grocery shopping: those who like it and to those who do not.  
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Personal factors such as efficiency, enjoyment, and convenience were related to our research 

mostly to those, who did not enjoy shopping, because most of the participants said that grocery 

shopping was a waste of time. Through the scanner, they were able to be more efficient, because 

they were faster and it saved time, which is supporting the findings of Dabholkar et al. (2003). 

Adding the enjoyment factor, which occurred by using the scanner to the boring grocery shopping 

activity, showed that the scanner was adding value to the participants’ shopping experience, 

because it was more fun using the scanner compared to the conventional grocery shopping trip. 

Our findings support the findings by Furst, Connors, Bisogni, Sobal and Falk (1996) who 

explained that the customers’ pleasure and different food habits influenced the grocery shopping 

experience. The convenience factor was related to the aspect of packing the groceries during the 

shopping and leaving right after the payment process. Some participants stated that they could 

just quickly finish the purchase of groceries and then spend time on something else because they 

were way more efficient. Dabholkar et al. (2003) presented related findings to our results and 

state that efficiency and speed were the main reasons for their participants to decide taking the 

self-service checkout. 

Personal factors such as privacy, efficiency, and convenience were related to those who enjoyed 

shopping. The difference between those groups can be identified due to the factor confidentiality. 

Privacy was linked to the idea of not being disturbed in their shopping experience by others. Our 

findings support Bitner's (1992) study that the privacy factor and having enough space in the 

service landscape are important for some customers. Additionally, the participants stated that 

they did not want to get judged by other customers or employees based on their purchased items.  

Our results support the findings of Dabholkar et al. (2003) since in their study they found that 

customers chose the self-service checkout because of the privacy reason. 

The factors of efficiency, convenience and enjoyment could also be identified by our group of 

participants who liked shopping. Those personal factors according to Zeithaml et al. (2009) linked 

to customer satisfaction demonstrates a minor difference between those groups, but customer 

satisfaction arises in both groups due to the self-service technology. 

The perception of ICA is also an important influencing personal factor since this factor can 

influence satisfaction as well. All participants of our research had a positive perception of the store 

ICA and ICA Maxi as well as of the product quality, assortment, layout and service quality. 

Morschett, Swoboda and Foscht (2005) explained in their research that the perception of grocery 

stores influenced the customer’s store preference and it is essential that the warehouse is adapting 

the shopping motives to address the target group. Therefore, we support their findings since ICA 

Maxi’s service landscape and the atmosphere was perceived very positively. Furthermore, the 

perception of equity and fairness is another personal factor which influences customer 

satisfaction (Zeithaml et al., 2009).  

“ICA really shows that they are really caring about me, and it gives me a good feeling. I am 

important to them, so I give it back to them by going grocery shopping at ICA” (Participant 9). 
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The statement by participant 9 showed that she had a positive perception of ICA treating their 

customers with equity and fairness. Our findings showed that the majority of our participants 

shared this opinion. Therefore, we can say that the scanner is one of the reasons why ICA was 

perceived positively and why customers were satisfied. 

 

5.3 Customer Loyalty 

Customer loyalty is the highest goal of a company to reach whether the company is producing, 

selling goods or delivering a service (Kumar & Shah, 2004). Due to our framework regarding our 

literature review and findings, we can see the relation between the main factors customer 

participation and customer loyalty regarding the SST. Regarding the tri-attribute model and our 

related findings we analyzed the following.  

1. According to Oliver (1999), attitudinal loyalty is focusing on the psychological commitment of 

most of the participants. Most of the participants stated that they would not go shopping at 

ICA Maxi without the SST since they had the benefits of an increased service quality compared 

the conventional grocery shopping experience. 

2. Cognitive loyalty is defined by Oliver (1999) and linked to the service and the provided 

information regarding price and its features. According to Worthington et al. (2010) the 

participants stated a positive psychological preference towards the SST consisting of positive 

beliefs. The created preference towards the scanner will be repeated in their actions to use the 

scanner on the participants’ next grocery shopping experience. The relationship between the 

future shopping trip and the usage of SST are linked to the beliefs and actual performance. 

3. The degree of positive feelings aroused by the use of the SST is related to the opinion of the 

majority of participants and is defined as the emotional loyalty by Härtel and Russell-Bennett 

(2010). The participants had a positive feeling about using the SST during their shopping 

experience which was linked to the benefit of enjoyment. Most of the participants stated that 

the scanner increased their perception of the grocery shopping experience in comparison to 

the conventional shopping. 

The majority of participants indicated that they were using the scanner whenever they were 

shopping at ICA Maxi. This suggests a behavioral loyalty towards the scanner/SST because the 

definition of behavioral loyalty says: the consumer's tendency to repeat the purchase of the same 

product or service revealed through behavior, which we can measure explorative during this study 

(Worthington et al., 2010). The authors Dick and Basu (1994) found that customer loyalty is the 

strength of the relationship between one's relative attitude towards a service and its repeat 

support to the company.  
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Another major factor is the connection between satisfaction and loyalty. “[...] increasing levels of 

customer satisfaction can be linked to customer loyalty and profits” (Zeithaml et al., 2009, 

p.109) which showed that customer loyalty was related to customer satisfaction. We found out 

that our participants demonstrated a high level of satisfaction towards the SST and their 

perception of ICA, which indicated a high level of customer satisfaction towards the company. We 

identified that customer loyalty is caused by the overall positive customer satisfaction and the 

positive perception of ICA. The majority of participants agreed with the statement that ICA 

Banken and ICA had a good business model. “Yes to 90 percent I am shopping at ICA. And since 

I am registered at ICA Banken and get my student discount it makes a lot of sense to I am there” 

(Participant 2). This was also a reason why most of the participants were loyal to ICA. 

Additionally, the participants enjoyed getting personalized offers and student discounts which led 

to higher customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. 

 

5.4 Adapted Model 

In this paragraph the different factors described in the paragraphs 5.1 - 5.3 and their impact on 

each other will be summarized and directly linked to our developed theoretical model. 

	

Note: The plus and minus symbol has no statistical relevance, but throughout the findings we can suggest that there is a 

positive or negative consequence which influences the factors.	

Figure 4: The findings related to our adopted theoretical model adapted model from Zeithaml, et al. (2009)	

	

As we explored in our findings all our participants were actively involved in the customer 

participation process and the majority of participants was using the scanner and the self-service 

checkout two to three times a month or more often at ICA Maxi.  
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All participants mostly mentioned the positive consequences of using the scanner in view of 

service quality, product quality, and price. Through the fact that the participants enumerated all 

the benefits, we conclude that customer participation has a positive influence on the factors 

service quality, product quality and price (Figure 4). 

Furthermore, the level of involvement demonstrated how customer satisfaction evolved through 

the influence, service quality, product quality and price and why they were the factors of 

influencing customer satisfaction among our participants. Since customer participation had a 

positive impact on those three factors, the usage of the scanner and the self-service checkout was 

increasing the customer satisfaction (Figure 4).  

We identified that customer satisfaction is linked to customer loyalty regarding the perception of 

ICA Maxi, but there are influencing factors on customer loyalty which were affecting our 

participants more strongly than the use of the SST. Those factors were the loyalty program of ICA, 

the linked student discounts to the program and the ICA Bank account. 
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6 Conclusion & Discussion 

6.1 Conclusion  

The purpose of our paper was to explore the consequences of customer participation. Therefore, 

we were specifically looking at the self-scanning technology and the self-service checkout in 

grocery retail. Furthermore, we discovered how the influencing factors such service quality, 

product quality and price were affected by customer participation and how the influencing factors 

relate to the associated outcomes such as customer satisfaction and loyalty. 

The three research questions have been developed because of the lack of information and under 

investigated research in the literature provided on our specific topic. Our intentions were to create 

knowledge and a broad understanding of our research topic.  

The first research question helped us to understand if the participants saw the scanner as a service 

since our participants were participating in the service process with the usage of the scanner. 

Therefore, for the purpose of our research, it was essential to understand if the participants saw 

the scanner as a service. 

RQ 1: In what way do customers of ICA Maxi perceive the scanner as a service? 

The majority of participants perceived the scanner as a service because the participants argued 

that the company ICA provided the scanner as a technology assistance to enhance the shopping 

experience for customers. Therefore, the scanner was considered as a service. The scanner was an 

optional service feature granted by ICA, which the customers can execute by themselves. Most of 

the participants agreed on the statement that customer participation and the participants’ 

involvement in the grocery shopping experience increased their perception of service quality since 

they were able to optimize their self-efficiency due to the technology assistance i.e. scanner. 

The second question links to the first question since we wanted to understand the reasons of why 

and how they were using the self-scanning technology and which benefits were accruing from the 

customer participation process. Another important aspect we were looking at is how the 

participants perceived those benefits. 

RQ 2: What benefits accrue from the customer participation process regarding the self-

scanning technology and how do customers perceive them?  

We can identify similarities of the benefits in our findings to previous studies. One of the most 

important recurring benefit among the participants was efficiency. Efficiency was related to time 

saving, no lines at the cashier, to fasten the shopping process and sorting and packing during the 

grocery shopping. Convenience was another benefit accruing from using the self-scanning 

technology. This benefit connects with usefulness, straight forward product and ease of use. 
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Another benefit was the enjoyment of the scanner as a service. Most of the participants presented 

the benefits of the scanner with enjoyment, because of self-accomplishment, self-control over the 

process, adding value to the boring activity and involvement in the process.  

Few participants revealed privacy as a benefit of using the self-scanning technology since they 

were able to avoid human contact and did not get judged by the person in the cashier line or by 

the employees. All these benefits influenced through the usage of the self-scanning technology 

and the self-service checkout led to the improvement of the shopping experienced and were 

important for all the participants. 

The third research question was aiming at the last part of our purpose, which was to see a 

relationship between customer participation and the outcomes of customer satisfaction loyalty 

regarding self-scanning technology. 

RQ 3: Do the benefits through the self-scanning technology lead to the consequences of customer 

satisfaction and customer loyalty?  

The benefits of customer participation including the influencing factors such as service quality, 

product quality and price are causing a relationship between self-scanning technology and the 

self-service checkout and customer satisfaction. We identified that the self-scanning technology 

and the self-service checkout were causing a higher customer satisfaction. Additionally, we found 

that SST was not related to the creation of customer loyalty because receiving the student discount 

with the ICA Banken card was a major factor that made the participants loyal to ICA. However, 

the self-scanning technology and the self-service checkout were features that were affecting the 

decision-making process of participants to choose ICA Maxi as their store of preference.	

	

6.2 Implications 

The implications are divided into three sub chapters to point out the academic, practical and 

societal implications for our research. 	

	

6.2.1 Academic 

Our research focuses on the relation of the scanner between customer participants and customer 

satisfaction and loyalty. It is contributing to the related field of literature on the self-service 

checkout since we identified that the field of the self-scanning technology and customer 

participation is under-researched. We are contributing to the field of research by adding value to 

the academic literature due to the conducted study since there is nearly no research on the self-

scanning technology and its relation to customer participation, satisfaction and loyalty. 

Furthermore, the adapted model is developed in the view of the customer perspective.  
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The model helps researchers to investigate, explore and find out the relations of how customer 

participation affects service quality, product quality, and price. Furthermore, those influencing 

factors are affecting the customer’s level of satisfaction and customer loyalty. The adapted model 

helps us to define the outcomes of customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, and it will help 

other researchers in future.  

The theoretical framework is adaptable for technology items and any participation process in the 

service area with minor changes to the situational and personal factors since those can differ from 

individual to individual. The outcome may be affected differently.	

	

6.2.2 Practice 

The practical implications are addressed to the company ICA and refer to suggestions that came 

up during the interviews with our participants as well as our improvements, which are in 

Appendix 4. The first suggestion of improvement for the company ICA contains that the scanner 

should be available at all ICA supermarkets and not solely at ICA Maxi since our participants 

would choose the scanner over the cashier in all grocery stores of ICA. The following statement 

supports this suggestion of improvement: “If they had it in the smaller stores, I would use it since 

it is a lot easier and quicker [...]" (Participant, 11). We found by analyzing our findings that a 

higher level of customer participation like the usage of the self-scanner technology and the self-

service checkout increases the participant's customer satisfaction because of the occurring 

benefits like efficiency, saving time and convenience. So if ICA would implement the scanner in 

all their other grocery stores, it might increase the overall customer satisfaction among their 

customers. 

Furthermore, a few participants mentioned that larger signs for the scanner pick-up area would 

be nice and an educational video of how to use the scanner could be helping the customers. It 

would make the process easier for those customers who have not used the scanner many times by 

themselves. Our participants used the scanner mostly with their families. Therefore, they know 

how it works, but a few participants mentioned that they had a few difficulties understanding how 

the scanner exactly works when they used it by themselves for the first time. So our suggestion is 

to place a screen next to or in the middle of the scanner pickup area that plays an educational 

video with every step of how the scanner works. Those two ways would be a great support for 

customers who use it for the first time so that customers get educated. So that they know how to 

execute their role correctly and do not have to experience the feeling of failure, which can lead to 

dissatisfaction according to the model “Strategies for enhancing customer participation” by 

Zeithaml et al. (2009). 

The further recommendations are related to the scanner as a product. Our participants mentioned 

a lot of different suggestions for improvements of the scanner, so we chose the most relevant 

improvements.  
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Participant 6 explained that ICA Maxi has not changed the appearance of the scanner over the 

last decade, so it should be innovated since in his opinion the scanner is a little bit too big and too 

heavy. In relation to this suggestion a few participants mentioned that they would like to use their 

smartphones instead of the scanner, but we found that this improvement had a shared opinion 

among the participants. We recommend to the company of ICA to give the customers a third 

option to increase the customer satisfaction and loyalty by using their smartphones as a scanner. 

Furthermore, Participant 4 mentioned that since his mother tongue is English, it would be nice 

to have the choice to change the language, because also international people with a Swedish 

personal number can use the self-scanner technology. They might speak Swedish, but they still 

feel more comfortable going grocery shopping in their mother tongue, which would increase their 

perception of the shopping experience and the store (Morschett et al., 2005).	

	

6.2.3 Society 

Our research findings identify the implications for society. We can suggest that there is a shift of 

the behavioral patterns towards the usage of technology to increase individual’s self-efficiency 

and self-accomplishment. The demand of avoiding human contact during the grocery shopping 

process can be connected to this shifting trend because the participants of our research clarified 

that they did not want to talk to anyone during the process. Furthermore, participants stated that 

they wanted to be faster during the grocery shopping process and therefore they did not 

necessarily need a conversation with an employee. This trend has various consequences for 

society. Through the increased technology assistance during the grocery shopping process, we 

suggest that fewer workers are needed to consult, help or cashier customers through their 

shopping process. The created change can have the consequence of raising the unemployment 

rate in the job-related field of grocery retail. The shifting behavior patterns of customers can 

implement a negative atmosphere between the people in the population because they are simply 

communicating less. Values of society such as freedom of choice, trust, equity, and fairness can 

be negatively affected by the increased implication of self-service technologies. Assuming that 

employees would rarely be found at the grocery store, customers would be able to steal. The value 

of trust would be shifting in a negative way. Assuming that the grocery store is only implementing 

the SST, the freedom of choice for the customer is gone. 

	

6.3 Limitations & Future Research 

After displaying the conclusion of this research and the limitations of this study, we present 

suggestions for future research in the upcoming paragraphs. Thus, when looking at the limitations 

of this study, it can be stated that the study was conducted during a limited timeframe, which had 

a consequence on how many interviews we were able to execute. 
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Furthermore, the presented literature review functioned as a basis for our research. The choice of 

literature is based on our decision, what literature we found relevant and had access to and what 

was published earlier than when we started collecting literature for the review. 

The research purpose and theoretical background presented in the second and sixth chapters 

were developed from this specific set of theories and helped us to develop the interview guideline. 

Moreover, the empirically collected data used in this research was collected from eleven 

interviews. Due to the limited amount of data, the results may not lead to findings that can be 

further generalized, which emphasizes the issue that the number of interviews that we have 

conducted could be seen as a limitation of our study.  

The further limitation of the research is that we focused on Generation Y since we are interested 

in a technologically affine generation. Another limitation could be that we have only focused on 

one ICA Maxi store in Jönköping.  

Based on what we found and what we have explored during our research, we are able to make 

suggestions for future research in the related field of self-service technology and the adapted 

model.  

The identified benefits of the self-scanning technology in the customer participation process can 

be reflected in a broader range of customers. A higher number of participants is essential to reflect 

our qualitative research to a quantitative approach to test if the benefits of SST are the same 

among a higher population and including more ICA Maxi stores to be able to generalize the theory 

and our theoretical model. A quantitative approach would be suitable to test the correlation 

between customer participation, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty. Furthermore, the 

correlation between customer participation and the influencer service quality, product quality 

and price. Additionally, it can be tested if the influencing factors correlate with customer 

satisfaction and customer loyalty. A future quantitative research should implement the test of the 

adapted model onto the significant relevance of and between the different components.  

A few participants of our research mentioned that they tested the scanner at another grocery 

retailer named Coop, but they evaluated that the scanning system has been preferred at ICA Maxi. 

The intention for further research could be a comparative research of both companies and their 

service approach to the self-scanning technology. It would be valuable to understand the 

perception of the participants and the reason for the result in our findings. 

Another possibility for future research could be to explore or investigate if the benefits between 

families using the scanning technology and Generation Y are the same or to explore why and how 

they differ. It would be interesting to know why customers of the Generation Y are using the 

scanner instead of online shopping since most participants mentioned that grocery shopping is a 

waste of time for them. Online shopping and self-scanning technology are both an example of 

customer participation. Therefore, it would be interesting to know if the adapted model would 

suit the demands of this research. 
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Since our research is exploring the perspective of customers towards SST, it would be interesting 

to know which benefits accrue from a company perspective that would be ICA in this research. 

Additionally, further research can explore the benefits of the self-scanning technology as an 

assistance accruing for the employees. 
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Appendix 
	

Appendix 1: Interview guideline	

Interview Guideline	
Introduction of Master Thesis: 2-3 Minutes with Questions incl.	

Demographic and Sampling:	
● Name, Age, Occupation, Personal number, ICA Bank Account, ICA Account for 

scanning.	

Customer Participation	
1. Do you know what customer participation is and could you explain what it is? 

2. How do you participate in the grocery process? 

3. What forms of participation do you use? 

4. Are you also using SST at other Stores e.g. Willys? 

	

Service Quality	
1. Do you know what service is and could you explain what it is? 

2. Does self-scanning technology increase your perception of service quality? Why? 

3. Do you use SST because it saves you time during the grocery shopping process? 

4. Do you use it because it is fun to use? 

5. Do you use it because it provides a better service for the payment? 

6. Are you using it because of the special offers? 

7. Do you prefer the scanner over the normal service provided by grocery shops? 

8. Do you think that ICA Banken and ICA Card work well together? Does it work well for 

you? Why? 

9. Do you think that SST delivers a better Service? 

	

Product Quality	
1. Are you satisfied with the scanner? Did you recommend it to others? 

2. How often do you use the scanner? 

3. Are the scanner and the self-checkout always available and working? 

4. Do you think you save time when you use SST? 

5. Do you like to see what you buy and the prize of the purchased products? 

6. Do you use the app or the web interface to check on what you bought? 

7. What are the most important benefits of scanning? Please explain them. 

8. What do you not like about the Scanner? 

9. What would you improve? 
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Price	
1. Do you purchase products which are recommended by your app? 

2. Are there special offers provided by the app, post or web interface you particularly buy 

because of its advertisement? 

3. Do you use special offers provided by ICA? 

4. Do you know about the special prizes for people using the scanner? 

5. Do you use them? 

	

Situational Factor	
1. Why do other people use the scanner you know? 

2. How did you get notice from SST? Friends, Family etc.? 

3. Do you use SST because of recommendations by friends or family? 

4. Do your family or friends use it? Why do they use it?  

	

Personal Factors	
1. Is ICA perceived more positively compared to other stores? 

2. Do you like grocery shopping? 

	

Satisfaction and Loyalty	
1. Does the scanner make you more satisfied with the shopping at ICA Maxi? 

2. Is it a reason why you prefer to shop at ICA Maxi? If so, please explain, how? 

3. Does their SST need to be improved, what changes do they have to make? 

4. Are you only shopping at ICA MAXI? 
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Appendix 2 Customer Participation	

 
 

Customer 
Participation	

	

	
 

Person	

	

 
 

Definition of customer participation. 
How do they participate, and where they participate? 

 
	

	  
	

1	

 
● “I do the work instead of the company.” 
● “I only use the ICA card and put a certain amount of money in the 

bank account and buy all their groceries from there. For small things, 
I go to Coop and for big groceries, I go to ICA Maxi.” 

● “App for big groceries to see the offers. It is an app for all grocery 
shops in Sweden. I do not use the ICA app; I did not know that there 
is an app.” 

	

2	

 
● “Customer Participation? I am not sure what that is.” 
● “Ah okay, alright so basically I am using the magazine, discounts or 

apps for my grocery shopping process. So as you explained my 
involvement in my shopping process. I am using the scanner at ICA 
Maxi, though.” 

 
 
	

3	

 
● “Weekly grocery shopping, I look online on the website of ICA for 

offers, and I look for products offers like hygiene products, 
toothpaste, shampoo.” 

● “I only use the web page, would prefer the paper version, but my 
building does not allow it. I like to have it in front me and mark it, old 
fashion 

●  “ICA and ICA Maxi.” 
● “Weekly shopping, take time and look. For small things, I go to the 

local store.” 
● “A lot of times, but not always. If I buy a lot of fruits and vegetables, 

I go to ICA Maxi. I do not like to use the app because it takes so much 
time.” 

● “I once made a recommendation to ICA to add a brand to their 
product assortment, and only a few weeks later, I received an email 
that they have added the product to their assortment.” 
 

 
 

 
	

	

 
4	

 

 

 
 
	

 

 

 

●  “Customer being actively involved in the process of the shopping 
experience. Using the self-scanner, choosing the items, interacting 
with employees, picking up products, put it in the trolley and writing 
a list are components of customer participations.” 

● “I write my shopping list on my phone, I follow cooks on social media 
like Instagram and Facebook since I like cooking food and I use the 
scanner because it involves me more in the process.” 

● “Only at ICA, since you have to pick your supermarket and have to 
sign up.” 
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5	

 
● “How I involve myself in the actual grocery process.” 
● “I go in and use the scanner, and it does reduce the time and look for 

the items and asking the personal where everything is and then go 
to the cashier or self-service checkout. We went to the desk when we 
had to add the scanning system to the ICA Banken card, so it was a 
really nice service.” 

● “I use the scanner, I write a shopping list, and I follow ICA recipe on 
Instagram.” 
 
 

 
	

6	

	

 
● “Alarming the customer to participate in the company for example 

creating an account and adding up a bonus account.  So being 
involved.” 

● “I have an ICA app, which gives me personalized discounts and get 
bonus points. Always look for the customized deals before going to 
ICA Maxi. I follow ICA Student on Facebook, and I receive the 
newsletters with personalized discounts. So I use the scanner, the 
app, social media and the e-mail.” 
 
 

	

7	

 
● “No, not really.”  
● “Most of the time I write a list, sometimes not, depends on how big 

my shopping trip is. When I go to ICA Maxi I make a list for the big 
shopping. I look online for deals and I also get my coupons send 
home.” 

●  “I use the scanner, post, magazine, mail, and the app.” 
 
 

	

8	

 
● No, I do not really know what it means.” 
● “If it is a lot to buy, I make a list. If I go to the ICA store at 

Klostergatan, I use the service cashier, and when I go to ICA Maxi I 
use the scanner. No, I do not use the app, I check the emails for 
discounts, use the magazine and the scanner.” 
 
 

 
 
	

9	

 
 
 
	

 

● “Customer participation is the process and my personal involvement 
during any process.” 

● “I am using the discounts and share my feedback and use service 
corner as well. The biggest part of my participation process is the 
scanning technology provided by ICA Maxi.” 

● “I use an app at the gym, and it is connected with ICA and tells how 
much calories a product has. The app, scanner and magazine 
provided by ICA Maxi is great opportunity to hear about deals and 
make sure to get them.” 

 
	

10	

 
● “Participation is my personal involvement in my grocery process.” 
● “I am student and look for cheap offers. Looking for recipes online 

and on social media.” 
● “I am scanning when I buy lots of things. Additionally, I am using 

the app to create a list for my shopping. If you have the menu, I am 
getting offers and see what else I need to buy. That's what I really 
like about ICA.” 

● “Their commercial is really good that is why I like ICA on social 
media such as Facebook.” 
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● “If you do their job for them.” 
● “I use the scanner; I also have a habit of looking up what is on sale. 

I check the website and the app to see what discounts are available 
this week. I do not use it in my actual grocery experience, but I use 
it before I go grocery shopping, to know what I need to look for and 
also to plan what to eat for the week. We just updated our card, so 
we get all the discounts on the card automatically. Now they put all 
the discounts on the card, so we do not need the vouchers anymore, 
so everything goes on the card straight.” 

● “Social media, Facebook and Instagram, Scanner Website, App, E-
mail.” 

● “I had at Willys and used to have it at Coop. My boyfriend has a coop 
card as well, but he does not use it. But I do it.” 
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Appendix 3 Service Quality	

 
 

Service 
Quality	

	

 
 

Person	

	

 
Definition of service quality. 

Scanner as a Service, 
Preference of Cashier or Scanner,	

Benefits of using the scanner  
ICA Banken and ICA work well together. 

	

	 	

1	

	
● “Yes, it is a service, and it is convenient, I can do the packing and it goes 

faster.” 
● “Yes, overall feels more luxurious.” 
● “ICA Max is larger than the conventional grocery stores, that is why I 

choose it, not because of the scanner.” 
● “It is efficient and makes more fun. I can save time, which is a big benefit 

for me because of the faster payment process at the end.” 
● “I can sort my stuff during the shopping as I want to have it.” 
● “ICA Bank account is a good option, and it does not charge if you go abroad 

and just a little amount. And they have a double discount on the new 
products that are discounted.” 

● “Yes, because I do not like to people around me watching me while 
shopping or seeing what I buy.”	
	

	

2	

	
● “ICA is probably a bit more expensive, but the scanner is more practical, 

smoother, and less time-consuming.” 
● “Scanning is an alternative service; I use the scanner if the other queues 

with the personal are too long.” 
● “I prefer the personal service since it is more personal.” 
● “I use the scanner for small groceries.” 
● “Fasten the grocery shopping is really important to me because I simply 

don’t like grocery shopping. The scanner is fun to use compared to the 
normal shopping.” 

● “It increases the service quality, but I still like that the staff is around and 
still helps me.” 

● “I think that the cooperation is good since I profit from the international 
offer from ICA Banken to draw money for free.”	
	
	

 
 
	

3	

	
● “ICA, employees need to know where things are. I do not have any trouble 

to find employees at ICA.” 
● “Scanning is not a service; I am doing the service. Sometimes it is easier, 

and sometimes it is more difficult since it does not work, or there is a line. 
But it is a good service.” 

● “I like it, but it is nothing revolutionary.” 
● “Keep both of them. I would not use the scanner if I buy one product I 

would rather go to the cashier. I like to have both options. People want to 
ask employees.” 
 “Time saving and special offers are the one of the outstanding benefits of 
the scanner.” 

● “It is more fun to use; you can scan a product and delete them if you find 
something better. It gives me more control over my purchases.” 

● “Yes, family and home concept. Borrow money, having a bank and the 
store.”	
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       4	

	

	
● “Cleanness, employees and how they help you and how they treat you, 

whether they are informative since the ICA Maxi is so big you get lost, so 
the employees need to be helpful.  The employees are the faces of the 
supermarket.” 

● “The technology is perceived as a service. Technology is an aid, and you 
become more efficient. Quick and efficient.” 

● “I would recommend it, it is fun and makes the shopping experience more 
fun. Shopping is a boring activity, and it gamifies it a little bit.” 

● “Yes, because it is very easy and fast. I like the employees because they are 
personal. I would use the scanner, if it is available since it is easy, you just 
swipe your card pick it up, and I am done.” 

● “Yes, it does save time.” 
● “I do think it saves me a lot of time, but the technology is really reliable. 

Yes, it is quick. Technology is very efficient these days. You can have 
control, and you become part of the process. Groceries is something you 
have to do, and it makes it more involving. I do not think I am delivering a 
better service, but I have more control.”  

● “Time and special offers are the biggest benefits of the scanner.” 
● “More fun, a better job probably, because I have the control over the 

process, personal discounts.” 
● “Student discount works well, for the conscious students. The process is 

annoying, but once you have the card, it is fine. Short-term pain, long-term 
gain, but it is worth it.”	
	

 
 
 

 

 
 
	

5	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	

	
● “The first thing, when I think of service is personal human contact, when 

someone has a problem and the service employee is helping you with the 
problem. ICA has a really nice culture. There is always someone you can 
talk to and they have good knowledge about the store. I ask where food 
is, about the scanner, opening hours. Mostly where products are.” 	

● “Yes, the scanner is a service, it reduces the time, provides a list for you, 
much more positive shopping experience, much more organized and 
packing your products in the cart. I find it really stressful to throw 
everything into my bag, so I like about the scanner to sort everything.”	

● “It makes the shopping experience a lot more positive and it makes 
everything more organized. I prefer the scanner in front of the cashier 
station. You still get the personal contact, if you want to and if you need 
help, a personal employee pops out of nowhere. Yes, I think that SST 
delivers a better service, because I do not get the feeling to be a robot and 
you still get personal contact. It is an extra to the personal service and it 
is just quick.” 	

● “Time issue, and would also use for just a few items. Save time, fun, 
efficient, reduce waiting time. Yes, I like to see the total price and what I 
have bought on the scanner, since we are students and we have a budget.”	

● “Yes, it saves time and it is a lot of fun. And the scanner delivers a better 
service for the payment as the cashier.”	

● “I love the fact that you get so many good deals with the ICA Banken card, 
love the magazine with all the recipes. I have the feeling that they treat 
the customers’ right with the offers and discounts, with the products they 
buy.” 	
	

 
	

	

	

	
● “Time saving and to see the total on the end of the scanner display, so it 

is always good to know how much I am spending. And if you have money 
on your bank card, you get sometimes double discounts and the best 
offers. See how much you are going to pay and much you spend on the 
scanner. The best benefit is that you do not have to stand in line and do 
not have to unload and pack your groceries again. I only would use it at 
ICA Maxi even though it would be available everywhere.” 	
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6	

● “Yes, I prefer the scanner over the cashier, since it is a lot quicker and I 
do not have to stand in line and I do not have to upload and repack my 
stuff again.”	

● “Yes, it makes my grocery experience more efficient.”	
● “Yeah, it is a fun activity to use the scanner. I like the in-store marketing 

and they always have good offers at ICA Maxi and clearly see the 
discounts and I get triggered by it.  It is more fun than to not do it. “	

● “I am not missing the personal contact at ICA Maxi, since I used to work 
there.”	

● “Time saving, no lining up, efficiency, fun, packaging everything in the 
bag during the grocery process, so that you can sort everything.”	

● “More fun to use than not use it, yes, efficiency and speed. Two of the 
most positive factors. Yeah I am using the scanner, because it sometimes 
provides special offers.” 	

	
 
 
	

	

	

	

7	

 
 
 
 
 
	

	
● “The scanner is a service and a factor, which draws me to ICA Maxi. ICA 

Maxi is bigger and the assortment is good.”	
● “I like having the option. Yeah I have more control over the process.”	
● “The scanner does increase my perception of service quality, since they are 

offering it to the customer. I like having the option. Yeah I have more 
control over the process. Yes, I do prefer the scanner over the cashier. They 
always have people at the checkout, if I cannot scan something or if I want 
to pay with cash and with card. Gives me more options. I love the scanners, 
since I grew up with it. But I do not like the self-service checkout without a 
scanner like at Coop Centrum.” 	

● “I can only blame myself, if I did it wrong and not the cashier, since it 
happens to me a few times that the employees at the cashier did not give 
me or forget the discounts.”	

● “Yes, I am using it, because it saves me times. Not really using it because it 
is fun, kind of more for families, for kids, they can be in charge of. Yes, it 
provides a better service payment process and I like when I can see 
everything.” 	

● “Yes. I would not use the ICA Banken card if I am not a student, since I have 
to pay for it then. And I like that they put the money of the student loan in 
the beginning of the month on that card, so I know my budget.” 	

	
	

 
 
	

	

	

	

8	

	
● “No, the scanner is not really a service for me. Service is going away, since 

there are no people involved. Giving the opportunity of scanning, so it is 
sort of service and it has nothing to do with people. It is more convenient 
for me to use the scanner.”	

● “People like the cashier, they are not giving me anything. I like it quick 
and smooth and I hate to stand in line, that’s why I like the scanner. I 
have prepared my bag, when I scan, so I do not have to pack everything 
again.”	

● “It is really nice to have employees at ICA Maxi; they have never been 
rude. Yes, since it is more convenient and quicker. I use the scanner, since 
there is no line, but if everyone would use the scanner, there would also 
be a line, but it would be a lot quicker, since you just have to swipe your 
card. Potentially the scanner delivers a better service than the employees, 
it is sad, that we do not need the employees that we used to need. It is 
easier and quicker to use the scan.”	

● “Yes, I use the scanner, since it saves time and it is also a little bit of a fun 
factor.”	

● “Yes I the scanner provides a better service payment, since I do not want 
stand in line.”	

● “ICA is being a bit sneaky, since you have to put a bit money into the 
account, so you do not get the discounts, if you do not have money on it. 
You need the Banken card for discounts. It works well for me.”	
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9	

	

	
● “Anything like the scanner and the self-payment process and how the 

shelves are designed and how they are organized are considered for me 
as a service. I know what kind of products are on sale and I like the 
personalized the offers, makes me happy and loyal. I like the technology 
to make my experience overall better and faster.”	

● “Everything, which is provided by ICA is a service, so that is why the 
scanner is a part of the service.”	

● “Yes, because of my personality and grocery shopping is a waste of time 
for me, so it is really efficient for me to use the scanner. The scanning gun 
is so much faster than the cashier.”	

● “Yes, because of my personality and grocery shopping is a waste of time 
for me, so it is really efficient for me to use the scanner. Yes, it is efficient 
and time saving. It is fun, I call it gun. The scanning gun is so much faster 
than the cashier. I go to ICA Maxi twice a week and use always the 
scanner. I had once a problem with it, but the staff was able fixed it right 
away.”	

● “Yes, it is efficient and time saving. It is fun, I call it gun.”	
● “The scanning gun is so much faster than the cashier. “	
● “I do not see the benefit of having the ICA Banken card and it was really 

complicated to get.” 	
	

 
 
	

	

	

10	

 
 
 
 
 
	

	
● “Staff is a service - if you need help you can ask, technology can be a service 

and it is a benefit for the company and providing options for customers is 
a service.”	

● “I think its way faster than the normal shopping process without a scanner, 
because it really efficient and I don't have to waste time waiting in queues. 
But also I can pack my stuff while shopping and can leave right after 
payment of the groceries. There are not really down sites, but I missed the 
social contact. But there will be always help to get.”	

● Why does it make it quick? – “When you are standing in line at the cashier 
and you have to lift your grocery up and down and repack it. It is 
unnecessary and quicker.”	

● “It is beneficial for a company to have a scanning opportunity - it is opens 
up a new option for the grocery shopping.”	

● “It depends on what I am up to - I like the scanner which keeps track of 
everything compared to service cannot offer it during the grocery shopping 
process.”	

● “If I could I would go to ICA Maxi more often because of the scanner and 
assortment.”	

● “It was annoying to sign up, but now I am a happy customers using the 
scanner and it totally helps me during my grocery shopping process to be 
way faster out again.”	

 
	

	
 
 
 
	

	

	

	

11	

	
● “The store makes my shopping experience as easier and just flows in a 

good way as humanly possible. It includes people helping me out, like 
having sufficient personal, to point me in the right direction, but also 
making the experience, so that when I go in and out I do not have to worry 
and find everything what I want and in the time that I want. Efficiently 
and do not have to wait and stuff.”	

● “Absolutely the scanner increases my perception of ICA Maxi’s service 
quality, I think they really should put money into the technology rather 
than in the normal shopping experience, since it makes it so much easier 
and a lot more freedom. And they feel more trusted by the store, because 
they check the customers only sometimes, so that gives you the feeling 
that they trust you, which gives you a better perception of the store as 
well.”	

● “Yes, I prefer the scanner over the cashier, I do not like about the cashier 
the waiting time and I do want people to see what I shop, since the 
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products I bought tell everything about myself. And I do not like the cold 
chatting thing, it does not give me anything, it just takes time for me and 
I love when everything is efficient. I like to handle everything by myself 
and getting involved with the employee is more a hustle and more time 
consuming.” 	

● “Yes, I am using the scanner, since it saves me time and it is fun to use it, 
I always play around with it.”	

● “Yes, I am using the scanner, since it provides a better service for 
payment.”	

● “Yes and because sometimes you get 2 for 1 for just being a member. It is 
just a win-win situation. If we forgot to pick up the scanner and we 
already put some items in the trolley, we notice that the scanner is 
missing, so we go out of the store again and get the thing and go in and 
repack everything, because we want the scanner. This is how important 
it is to us.”	

● “I think ICA Banken is good. [...] But I think since the main expense 
people have, if you look away from rent, is food shopping. So bringing the 
food shopping and the place where you have your money close, it is quite 
clever. So then the customer can work way more efficient and are more 
depended.” 	
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Appendix 4 Product Quality	

 
 

Product 
Quality	

	

 
 

Person	

	

 
What do you like about the Scanner? 
Are you satisfied with the scanner? 

Times of use, availability and function. 
Improvements for the Scanner 

	

	  
	

	

1	

	
● “Yes, I am and I would recommend it, because I can check the shopping 

list and it is convenient.”	
● “Yes, saves time. At the cashier it saves time, do not have to wait in line. I 

use it 2 to 3 times a month.”	
● “Only once or twice I had to wait, because one person was in front, but 

rather rarely.  Two or three month ago I was checked, but not that often.”	
● “I check on the scanner and before he goes to the cashier, he looks on the 

scanner if he bought everything.”	
● “I had once a dysfunction with my scanner but it goes fixed in less than 

one minute.”	
● “Not much, I like as it is.”	

	
 
	

	

2	

	
● “I use the scanner for small groceries.”	
● “I use it once a month.”	
● “The scanner was most often available. If you are in a hurry, the scanner 

is good.”	
● “It is way more practical, smoother, less time consuming since I don’t wait 

in the queue.”	
● “I check the display of the scanner for price of products, I really like that.”	
● “I heard from word of mouth, a friend of mine told me that. My friend 

used it, because of a saving time.”	
● “I would use it more, if it would be available at more local stores.”	
● “Reduce all the errors, create another perception, more awareness to the 

consumers, advertisement.”	
	

	

3	

	
● “I would recommend it to others, yeah it is a good thing. A lot of friends 

have an ICA bonus card. Multiple cards just one bonus account.”	
● “In general yes. If it does work, it does not.” 	
● “Use it twice a week for my shopping.”	

	
 
 
 

	

    4	

	

	
● “Technology increases my experience, the scanner is really cool, makes me 

more conscious what I buy. You get trigger happy, it does not increase the 
impulse buying, since you see the products on the display, so you are more 
conscious. You see the price and the amount of items you have, so you do 
not want to blow your budget.”	

● “Yes, the product is accurate and straightforward and easy product.”	
● “I like the appearance of the scanner, get it, drop it off, the function was 

pretty well, so I would not change it.”	
● “I use it twice a month and it was available.”	
● “Worked properly, had a few problems, but because it was the first time.”	
● “Having scanner, you can control your spending and rules the impulse 

buying.”	
● “Option to change languages on the scanner, I can speak Swedish, but I 

would feel more confident. Right now is pretty good, it does make it 
limiting that you can only use it at ICA Jönköping. ICA Card at all ICA 
stores. But as far the technology goes, it is really good. People are using 
them; it is very popular. I had to line up, for checking out at ICA Maxi just 
30 SEK, but I did not expect it.”	
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5	

	
● “Yes, with the appearance and I like the shape of the scanner and it is easy 

to hold. Yes, I would recommend it. It is incredible easy to sign up and to 
see how much they are spending and that it is quite fun and more exciting 
grocery experience. Mostly to reduce the waiting time and it is very 
efficient.”	

● “I use it, because of my mom's recommendation.”	
● “It was always available and it always worked. In a month, twice a month, 

but because of the distance. If we buy more products, then we go to ICA 
Maxi, since then we know that we get better deals.”	

● “In the beginning, it is just a beginner’s thing, I was confused how to get 
it. Have a big sign with put device in and then pay would help, but then 
there came an employee.” 	

● “A video for how to use the scanner would be nice, so some more 
education would be helpful. I have not had a problem with it, but my mom 
says that the up-standing is annoying sometimes. My mom complained, 
about that the scanner sometimes did not work and she had to scan 
everything again.”	

● “Use it, if they have scanner in more stores, which are closer in the city. 
Show more the incentives for students of using the scanner and you get 
all the deals.”	

	
 
	

	

6	

 
	

	
● “Satisfied with the scanner, it is more fun to use it than not to use it. It is 

too big, use the same scanner for over 10 years. I would like to use my 
phone instead.” 	

● “9 out of 10 times it works and if not someone comes immediately. It is 
just a little heavy and too big. It is really easy to use. 8 out of 10 times I 
use the scanner. Because I forget to pick it up.”	

● “Yes, I love to see the total amount and the discounts and it makes me 
more motivated and they show you their total saves, which is a trigger, 
since I am student and I have a budget, so it is nice to see.”	

● “I always use the scanner and I always go to ICA Maxi”	
● “It is too big and I would like to use my phone instead. I would 

recommend to make the self-checkouts bigger, so if they could double it, 
would be perfect.”	

	
 
 
 
 
 
	

7	

 
 
	

	
● “Checkout goes faster, sometimes you have a checkup and I never had a 

fail, so they check you more seldom, faster process. Time and see how 
high the price is, since I have a budget, so I have more self-control and 
you see it right away and pack it right away and I always sort it, heavy 
things on the bottom and lighter things on the top. 2 for 28sek, yes I got 
it, so I like to see the discount and that you save money.” 	

● “Yes, I am. I would recommend to someone. Always telling my friends at 
my hometown. Since when I am going grocery shopping with them. I will 
get the scanner and they are taking the normal cashier and I am always 
faster than them, so it so much time saving. I am really shocked, when I 
see people at ICA Maxi, who are not using the scanner, because it is so 
convenient and efficient. Yes, it saves time. Like 10 minutes per time.” 	

● “Always uses it, if I go to ICA Maxi. Once a month, it is too far for me. I 
would prefer going there, but it is too far with the bike. It is always 
available.”	

● “I would use the scanner at smaller ICA store if it would be available, since 
it is nice to see how much I have already bought. Click items, if you have 
3 bottles, you only have to scan it once. And would be nice to see where 
everything is. Video would be good for understanding how the scanner 
works. Disinfection for the scanner.”	

● “I imagine people should be educated for using the scanner, especially old 
people, since it is new technology and that younger people learn from 
their parents. I have never seen a commercial about the scanner.”	
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● “Have it in every store. Would be good. I would try it with the phone as a 
scanner, but I like the scanner and the card. I like to have the scanner in 
more stores.” 	

	
 
	

	

8	

 
	

	
● “Yes, I am satisfied with the scanner. Convenient, quick and easy and you 

do not have to stand in line.”	
● “No, since I buy what I need, so I do not look at the total price on the 

scanner.”	
● “I would recommend it.”	
● “If I go to ICA Maxi, I use the scanner. Few times a year, but always when 

I am ICA Maxi. But I would use it always, when it would be available at all 
ICA stores.”	

● “The checking at ICA Maxi is a little bit annoying.”	
● “Use the phone as a scanner.” 	

	
 
	

	

9	

	
● “Especially before the weekend starts, I feel that I save a lot of time using 

the scanner, because there are many people shopping for weekend and 
waiting in the queues to pay for the groceries. On the rush hours, I hate 
sitting in the queues and that's a main reason why I use it because there 
are no queues. It saves a lot of time, I like to pack and sort everything, and 
it changes my experience during the shopping experience. I feel better 
about shopping because of the scanner.”	

● “I can pack my stuff during the grocery shopping and when I am done, I 
pay and leave. I want to be efficient and do not waste time for shopping. I 
save around 20-30 Minutes per shopping.”	

● “Increase the screen a little bit bigger to see the things better and a video 
for explanation how to use it, since it is a little bit hard to handle. The 
checkup was really annoying. At city gross only controls a few items.”	

	
	

10	

	

	
● “I like to use the scanner and I am satisfied with it as a product. It could 

be more fashionable and nicer.”	
● “It is always available and it was free for any bugs so far.”	
● “I am using it once a month - for the monthly grocery shopping.”	
● “It makes the grocery shopping easy it keeps track of what you buy and 

shows how much you will spend.”	
● “I can imagine that it would also work with a phone - I would use it then 

anytime.”	
	

 
 
 
 
	

	

	

	

11	

	
● “In ICA yes, I would recommend it. All my friends who are not using it, I 

am asking why not, since it is so much easier.”	
● “Efficiency, privacy, less heavy lifting, less hassle, less pretentiousness, 

since you know that you they are not interested in how your day is, so why 
should I stay and tell them how my day was, because they do not care and 
I do not care and it just takes time for me and everyone else, so definitely 
efficiency.” 	

● “Definitely the scanner saves time. Yes, it is very good that I can see the 
total price on the scanner.”	

● “Privacy aspect: You can tell so much about what people buy, so I do not 
want to be judged by the cashier. A get more space around me at the self-
service checkout, so when you are in the cash line and the pin machine is 
a little bit further away, the other people always come closer. If you scan 
yourself, you at least one and half meters around and no one can peek on 
your code. Payment at the self-checkout is more private.”	

● “It is so much quicker and I hate waiting, so it really cuts down my waiting 
time, since you do not have to stand in line and it gives me a better idea 
of how much I am spending.”	
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● “Go shopping for a lot and if I forgot my pencil to cross everything, I can 
just go through the little my machine instead of checking my trolley. Time 
efficiency and also it’s easier in a way. You just go there pick it up, handle 
everything yourself and you do not have to deal with the personal, which 
only adds up time to the grocery process, and it is not complicated.”	

● “I use it once or twice a week so 6 times a month. The majority is available. 
I have to wait sometimes for a short time for the self-service checkout.”	

● “If they would have it in the smaller stores, I would use it, since it is a lot 
easier and quicker, although it is a small store and you not really need it. 
They can check me, if I have 5 items. I had both checking at ICA a few 
items and everything. From ICA provided bags with different layers to 
pack. Different kinds of bags.” 	

● “Barcodes you cannot read them always, so it would be nice if the 
customers could also put the number of barcode in it.”	

● Yes, I know that it does not make sense for them, because you first buy 
your fruits and you feel good and then you pick something up less healthy 
on the way out, so it is up-selling for them. But for the scanning customers 
it would be 	
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Appendix 5 Price	

	
 

Price	

	

	
 

Person	

	

 
 

Website, App or post as a use for special offers. 
Scanner specials 

 
	

	 	

1	

	
● “Look into the ICA magazine. I like the personalized offers and we got the 

other day a 20 percent discount.”	
● “I use the special offers, that is why we sign up and we also get a student 

account.”	
	

	

2	

	
● “I do not check any apps, post or web pages before shopping, but I am 

triggered by special offers for people who scan.”	
● “The special scanning offers like 2 for 1 are great, I often use it.”	

	
	

3	

	
● “Yes, I buy products advertised on the website”	
● “I like the special offers, when you reached the 250 SEK and you got 10 

percent on your favorite items.”	
● “Just sometimes, scanning offers, but only if they are for free.”	

	
	

4	

	
● “I look into the ICA magazine, keep the recipes and it is personalized and we 

got the other day a 30 percent discount.”	
● “Yes we use the special offers, that is why we sign up and we also get a student 

account.”	
	

	

5	

	
● “I am an impulse shopper and use special offers, but only in the magazine. I 

am looking for discounts for bread, vegetables. If there is any discount, I take 
it.”	

● “Yes, I would buy advertised products, but something I along the line and I 
would intend to buy. Yes, I really like the magazine and sometimes I check the 
website for recipes.” 	

● “The scanner shows discounts on the scanner, which is good.”	
	

	

6	

	

	
● “Yes, I check the discounts on the app weekly.”	
● “Yes, I buy the advertised products, but only the personalized ones.” 	
● “Yes, I use the special scanner offers, since you sometimes get a double 

discount.” 	
	

	
	
	

7	

	

	
● “Looking at the website for special offers.”	
● “Mostly, yeah a couple of things should come up. Every week they have 

something I like. I check the webpage every week. Yes, sometimes I buy 
advertised products at ICA Maxi.”	

● “Since I am a member, I know all the offers and I see the commercial on TV.”	
	

	

8	

	

	
● “Only use the mail and website. Yes, if I need it, but would not go for a 

discount to ICA, because they actually know what I buy, so they are 
personalized offers.”	
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● “I would purchase a product shown in the advertisement, if it is something I 
need.”	

	
	

9	

	
● “I use the personalized offers by post and email.”	
● “It influences me a little. ICA really shows that they really caring about me 

and it gives me a good feeling. I am important to them, so I give it back to 
them by going grocery shopping at ICA.”	

● “They have personalized offers and the fruits and vegetables are cheaper at 
ICA Maxi. I have the feeling that through the personalized offers that I am 
most likely to come back because they give me the feeling that they care about 
me as a customer.”	

	
	

10	
	

● “I am student and look for cheap offers. Looking for recipes online on social 
media.”	

● “The commercial really good that is why I like ICA on social media such as 
Facebook.”	

● “I am using the web page and application to help me find the right items.”	
● “I like to have the discounts provided by the scanner and I like to see it.”	

	
 
	

11	

	
● “Yes I purchase products recommended by the app, I have a few perception 

of brands already. But I do not consider myself do know everything, but if 
there is something new and I do not the brand, yeah why not try it.  But if I 
know the brand and that know that the brand is not good, I will get fooled and 
I will not try it. But I use the special offers provided by ICA.”	

● “Advertisement makes you not to purchase products, but makes you aware of 
things. If it is a new brand I get aware and probably buy it.”	

● “Yes, I use the special offers for scanners, I am a girl, and I consider that it is 
cheaper and that I can save money, which I probably cannot.”	
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Appendix 6 Situational Factor	

 
 

Situational 
Factor	

 
 

Person	

	

 
How did you hear from the scanner? 

Are you using it because of recommendations? 
Why are other customers using the scanner?	

	 	

1	

	
● “My parents are shopping with that scanner and also my girlfriend 

introduced it to me.”	
● “Yes, because of my parents”.	
● “I think, they use it to be quicker and do not lose track about what 

they bought. And it is way faster for the payment.”	
	

	
2	

	
● “A friend recommended the scanner to me, because he said he is so 

much faster. I think, it is a great plus for anyone who appreciates to 
save time during grocery shopping and likes to use technology in a 
smart way to be more efficient.” 	

● “I think, it is a great plus for anyone, who appreciate to save time 
during grocery shopping and like to use technology in smart way to 
be more efficient.”	
	

	
3	

	
● “Yes, my parents recommended it to me and they still use it. Time 

factor, since you can pack your products and easier to handle with 
children.”	

	
	

4	

	
● “My girlfriend’s sister recommended it and with ICA Banken we can 

have a joint account for doing groceries.”	
● “People want to get in and out really quickly, in Swedish culture keep 

it to themselves and keep the distance and have their phone and scan 
during that, since they do not want to be there. They want to get the 
grocery process over quick and easy. If they want to talk to me, I like 
the chat with the cashier. I do not like line up.”	

	
	

	

5	

	
● “Yes, my mom recommended it. I went grocery shopping with my 

mom and it was the first time I was introduced to it and actually the 
scanner was implemented the first time during that time, which was 
around 2006 and I was there when it was implemented.” 	

	
	

6	

 
	

	
● “I used to work there, that’s why I used. I did not like to fill out the 

paperwork, that is why it took me like 2-3 weeks to do it, but in the 
end it was just 5 minutes. But an instruction for the scanner would 
be really nice.”	

● “I guess, if they have kids with them, so it is fun for the kid to scan. 
Most families are scanning are the most loyal.”	

	
	

7	

	

	
● “Started when I was 15 or 16 and my parents used it before and my 

parents always go to ICA and my dad is very technology focused. It 
has always been there. The benefits are huge for me, time saving, 
sort everything. I think it is nice for the employee to not scan and tip 
in the numbers and just sit there, but I can scan, so it is also efficient 
for them.”	
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● “It is time efficient, pick up the bags and sort everything. Not to 
stand in line.”	

	

	

8	

	
● “My parents used it and therefore I also used it, when I lived at home 

and also using it after I moved out. My parents use it, since it easier 
and quicker. My parents always do it.”	

● “My family yes, my friends not so much.  Yes, I am and I would 
recommend it. Tell to my friends, that it is great. For most of them 
is about convenience and most of them live next Coop, so they go to 
Coop. Other people use the scanner, since they can pack everything, 
when you are at the cashier you are really stressed and put it in 
different bags. And if you use the scanner, you have time, so that you 
sort the items. All about convenience”	

	
	

9	

	
● “I recommended the scanner to friends in Sweden.”	
● “Some of my friends use it. It saves time, I want to use the 

technology, it is efficient, I can sort everything and I get special 
offers. I got jealous that I could not use it. It might be fun to use, 
since grocery shopping is considered as boring and the scanner 
makes it more fun to use.”	

	
	

10	

	

	
● “My grandmother recommended the scanner to me. I sometimes go 

grocery shopping with her.”	
● “My grandmother uses to keep track of what she bought and it is 

assisting her not to forget something.”	
	

	

11	

	
● “My parents have used it a lot and all my life, so I got it from there. 

And as soon as I moved away, I got it for myself.”	
● “We used to live next to the biggest ICA supermarket in Stockholm 

and it was the first supermarket, who had it, so it was new and my 
parents wanted to try this. But this probably why my parents started 
in the first place and they got in every other shop, because it is just 
easier. It is not because of the technology parts, something new that 
could make the boring shopping experience more fun and efficient. 
It is a change and they have been grocery shopping for a while, since 
they are 60 now.”	
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Appendix 7 Personal Factor	

	

Personal 
Factor	

	

Person	

 
Shopping behavior.	

Perception of ICA.	

	
	 	

1	

	
● “I’m going about 2 to 3 times a month for bigger grocery shopping to ICA 

Maxi. I do not like shopping that much. It is kind of boring.”	
● “I like ICA Maxi, like the layout, the landscape, larger isles, not because 

of the scanner.”	
● “I only shopping there and I think it is also perceived as most positively 

within the grocery stores.”	
	

 
	

2	

	
● “I am spontaneous, when it comes to grocery shopping - since actually 

do not like shopping that much. ICA Maxi is not too far away and I have 
a car that is why I do not play my visit at ICA Maxi.”	

● “I like ICA - I mostly shopping there and I think it is also perceived as 
most positively within the food retail.”	

	
	

3	

	
● “I love shopping - also grocery shopping. I am taking my time because it 

is a pleasure to explore new products and just walk around look for 
special offers. For example, I like to take time, when I am around the 
makeup area and test new products.”	

● “My perception to ICA is very positive. I think they have the best offers 
and the best value for price compared to other food retailers. 
Additionally, my family shops at ICA that could be another reason why I 
perceive it positively!”	

● “I am only shopping at ICA Maxi when I am purchasing a lot of 
different things. And I love the fruit section - good quality and good 
prices.”	

	
	

4	

	

	
● “I am not a convenient shopper, just go in and out.” 	
● Personalized the whole experience, shopping is something you have to 

do for living and ICA marketing is really clever.” 	
	

 
	

	

5	

	

	

	

● “ICA Maxi is quite a distance to our home, so that is why we do not go 
there that often, only if we a big grocery to do. But I like grocery 
shopping.” 	

● “I prefer the ICA one and I am an ICA person. I go more to ICA; I love 
ICA Maxi; it is such a nice grocery store.”	
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6	

 
	

	
● “I live closely to ICA Maxi and I do like grocery shopping. I am a foodie. 

I go grocery shopping once a week.”	
● “Yes, it is my favorite store. Best offers and goods with a high quality. 

Canceled the post, because I forget the voucher at home. I use now only 
on the app. I use the scanner only for big groceries and I go once a week 
shopping. I am an ICA person and ICA’s own brand is a lot better and I 
only go there. The scanner is one of the reasons, why I go there and the 
ICA Banken card is also a factor, since I get a double discount.”	

	
	
	
7	

	
● “I like to take time for my grocery process, so then I like grocery 

shopping. I am in my own world during shopping. The scanner checkout 
part changes my experience at ICA Maxi.”	

● “I am an ICA person. ICA having quality and Willys is cheaper. I grew up 
with ICA. Lidl and Netto, have really small standards here.”	

	
	

8	

	

	
● “I do not really like grocery shopping, since I am not so interested in 

food.”	
● “I got my discounts and the student discounts at ICA. It also on my way 

home. Yes, it is really convenient with student discount and you get 
everything a lot cheaper and they have good groceries for an ok price.”	

	
 
	

9	

	

	
● “Even though, there is a distance to go to ICA Maxi I still go to ICA Maxi 

because the explained reasons. Furthermore, I like to not waste my time 
for grocery shopping that is another reason why I use the scanner.”	

● “The ICA bank card and the scanner should be available without a 
personal number. But overall I perceive the brand ICA more positively 
than other companies.”	

● “Yes, because of my personality and grocery shopping is a waste of time 
for me, so it is really efficient for me to use the scanner.” 	

	
 
	

10	

	

	

● “The distance is quite long for me to go to the ICA Maxi, I can just hope 
that they are going to have the scanner also at the smaller stores soon.”	

● “I normally do not like shopping so much, but it also depends on the 
situation, if I am in a hurry, I just like to get in and get out as quick as 
possible.” 	

● “I would consider myself as very loyal to ICA. Therefore, I nearly make 
all the purchases at ICA.”	
	

 
	

11	

	
● “I do not like shopping, I rather do something else. I do not like the 

people in the store and I do not enjoy the people around me, I rather not 
be there. You carry heavy stuff and plan everything.”	

● “ICA has a really good reputation overall, but I have a better perception 
of ICA than for example Willys. But I think the scanner display is better 
at Willys, since you can see the discounts and the price, but the scanner 
at Willy ran out of battery and that never happened at ICA. Willys is 
consider as cheap brand.”	
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Appendix 8 Satisfaction	

 
 

Satisfaction	

	

 
 

Person	

	

 
Through scanner technology I am more satisfied with ICA Maxi. 

Is it a reason, why you prefer ICA Maxi?  
Benefits of using the scanner. 

 
	

	 	

1	

	
● “Yes, it improves my shopping experience, because I am quicker.”	
● “The assortment playing a big role for choosing the grocery store, and 

also the price and the service. Since I consider the technology as a 
service, it is definitely a reason why I shop at ICA Maxi.” 	

	
	

2	
	

● “Yes, it improves my shopping experience, because I am quicker.”	
● “Value of price is really good at ICA.” 	

	
	

3	
	

● “Yes, it is one of the reasons why I am loyal because of the scanner. I 
used to live further away from ICA Maxi and always went there by bike 
to use the scanner and the offers.” 	

	
	

4	

 
 
 
	

	
● “Yes, because you are more involved and I think it is always fun of being 

involved. It makes me more satisfied, since I am involved in the 
process.”	

● “Yes, the scanner satisfies me. ICA Maxi bigger range and the scanner 
is more enjoyable.”	

	

	
5	

	
● “Yes, the scanner improves my satisfaction.”	
● “Yes, Coop has the scanner as well, but we have the ICA Banken card 

and have more invested in ICA and is more fluent.”	
	

	

6	

	

	
● “Yes, the scanner increases my satisfaction at ICA Maxi.”	
● “Yes, it is one of the reasons. I live closely to ICA Maxi. The reasons are 

scanning system, I have an ICA Banken card and they have the best 
offers. I like the layout of the store.”	

	

 
	

7	

 
	

	
● “Yes, the scanner satisfies me more with ICA Maxi. Yes, the scanner is 

a main reason with reason of good products and offers.”	
● “No, I would not place the scanner pick up station somewhere else, 

since it is routinized in me and part of me going to ICA Maxi is the 
scanner. Maybe they can put more signs on for the scanner.”	

● “Yes, saving time, self-control, efficiency, sorting the products by 
myself are the reason why I am satisfied with the scanner.”	
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8	

	
● “Yes. If you once used the scanner, I would never go back in line. Since 

it is so fast. It is so much more convenient to pack everything during 
the grocery process and not in the end in the hurry at the cashier. The 
self-service checkout in England is not as convenient as the scanner in 
Sweden, since of the fact that you have still to pack everything in the 
end.”	

● “Yes the scanner is a reason for going to ICA Maxi, it is quick and easy. 
It is very convenient and also that I can pack sort my products and take 
my time for it.”	

● “If it would be available at ICA Klostergatan, I would use the scanner, 
but it is not a reason for me to go there. They are a lot of factors, like 
student discounts, special offers, good products, close by, but the 
scanner would be a nice option to have.”	

	
	

9	

 
	

	
● “I recommended it to my friends, which indicates my perception of the 

scanner and my satisfaction about it. The delivered service is important 
for my weekly shopping to make it more efficient. I am loyal to ICA 
because I think I do not get a service like that anywhere else for the 
amount of money I spend.”	

	

	
     10	

	

	
● “Yes, I have recommended it already to a lot of reason, because of the 

bank account as well the loyalty program is really good for students.”	
	

 
 
	

11	

	
● “The scanner does increase my satisfaction of ICA Maxi. Yes, the reason 

why we go to ICA Maxi, is that is the closes one and in between walking 
distance from the apartment. Now my friend has a car, but we still go 
to ICA Maxi. We could go to Willy, which is cheaper, but we still choose 
ICA. Yes, definitely the scanner makes us loyal and satisfied.”	

● “I love the fact of accomplishing the grocery shopping with the scanner 
and I have the feeling of being happy and more satisfied after the 
shopping.” 	

● “Yes, one of the reasons and I prefer ICA. We are ICA at heart, so at our 
vacation house there are an ICA, Willys and a Coop and they always go 
to ICA, moreover every store is in between walking distance.”	

● “A lot to do with the self-scanner. I do not have the Willy card activated 
here, I could just go there, but I have not. The main reason, I think they 
have good quality and they have different steps in their ICA selection 
products. I rarely find fruits and vegetables that’s gone bad, which is 
quite common in other stores. The other reason has a lot to do with the 
self-scanner.”	
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Appendix 9 Loyalty	

 
Loyalty	

	

 
Person	

	

 
Are you only shopping at ICA Maxi?  

Are you only shopping at ICA? 
	

	 	
1	

	
● “Yes for bigger groceries I go to ICA Maxi, but I am loyal to ICA.”	

	
	

2	
	

● “No, but mostly for big grocery shopping.”	
● “Yes to 90% I am shopping at ICA. And since I am registered at ICA Banken 

and get my student discount it makes a lot of sense to I am there.”	
	

	
3	

	
● “For my bigger grocery shopping I go to ICA Maxi or if I have to buy a lot of 

fruits and vegetables. But I am totally loyal to ICA.”	
	

	

4	

	
● “I went a lot of times to ICA Maxi before starting to scan. Yes, because of 

the student discount, have been lot of times before he started the scanner. 
Sometimes the ICA Maxi is cheaper and has a wider assortment.”	

● “But I am not only shopping at ICA Maxi, because of the distance.”	
	

	
5	

	
● “No, sometimes I also go to Willys.”	

	
	

6	
	

● “Not only, sometimes Coop. I only go for small purchases to Coop.”	
	

	
7	

	
● “Yes. I trust the ICA products. Good personalized offers and discounts. The 

whole setup of ICA Maxi makes me loyal, the ICA Banken card and the 
scanner and the offers.”	

	
	

8	
	

● “ICA yes, but ICA Maxi not really often. Location of the store is not too bad, 
it only takes like 10 minutes with the bike, but I just realized it now.”	

	
	

9	
	

● “I am loyal to ICA because I think I do not get a service like that anywhere 
else for the amount of money I spend. I only go to ICA Maxi.”	

	
	

10	
	

● “I am definitely an ICA person; I buy the most stuff there.” 
● “Yes, I have recommended it already to a lot of persons, because of the 

bank account as well as the loyalty program are really good for students.”	
	

	
11	

	
● “Yes, definitely the scanner makes me loyal and satisfied.”	

	
	


